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CHAIR PONTANILLA: . . .(gavel). . . Good morning, Members. The Budget and
Finance Committee meeting for April, 5 th , 2010 is now in session. The time is
9:03. At this time the Chair. . . (clears throat). . .I'd like to introduce the Members
of the Committee that are present this morning. We do have Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Good morning, Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good morning. Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Good morning.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good morning. Member Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good morning. Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Aloha. Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good morning. Member Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Good morning.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good morning. And Member. . .(clears throat). . . and
Chairman of the Committee...not Committee, the Chairman of the-COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . .(laughter). . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --Council, Member Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Good morning.
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COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: It's Monday.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Members, I hope you folks had a restful weekend. I know
some of you enjoyed your stay on Lanai-COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: ... (Laughter)...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --and ready to rock and roll for this week. At this time the
Chair would like to introduce the personnel from the Administration. We do have
the Budget Director, Mr. Fred Pablo.
MR. PABLO: Good morning.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good morning. Our First Deputy Corporation Counsel,
Traci Fujita Villarosa. And from the Parks Department, we do have the Director,
Tamara Horcajo.
MS. HORCAJO: Good morning.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good morning. Supporting the Committee, we do have our
Legislative Analysts, both Gayle Revels as well as Mr. Scott Kaneshina. And as
always, our Committee Secretary is Yvette Bouthillier Members, we do have
one member from the public that will be providing public testimony this morning.
Members, we're gonna be in Lahaina today and some of the Members need to
leave at about 3 o'clock this afternoon. So the Chair is gonna limit your questions
to the Department. And if you have any more questions to ask the Department, if
you can forward it to the Chair and I will get that answers for you. So if I cut you
short, you know, that's the reason why.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No objections.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No objections? Thank you.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . .(Laughter). . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. For those of you that are providing public testimony this
morning, you have three minutes to provide your testimony, one minute to
conclude. If you can state your name and the organization that you represent, the
Committee will appreciate that statement. Members, we have one public...one
person that signed up for public testimony this morning, Sharyn Stone.
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. . .BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY . .

MS. STONE: Aloha, Maui County Council Members. I'm Sharyn Stone, homeowner
since 1992 and proprietor of a permitted--yay--bed and breakfast. I'm here to
testify against the proposal to levee a property tax rate of $6.25 per 1,000 for
owners such as myself. First, how does this impact me financially? Primarily,
I'm a homeowner, remember. My normal homeowner rate would be $2,105 per
year. The proposed increase would bring my property taxes to a whopping
$7,138 per year. That's an increase of $5,032, 240 percent. As I said, I'm
primarily a homeowner. This new tax would apply to the kitchen I cook family
meals in, to the living room where I snuggle up with a movie with my husband
and son, and to the bedrooms where we sleep. I would have to pay an extra
$5,032 this year to live in my home. Yet, I also see on the table a proposal to
drop the commercial rate to $6 per 1,000 in order to help small business. Did I
miss something? To comply with the new B&B laws, I have to live in my home.
I'm not allowed to go away overnight even if my mother is dying unless I close
down my business. And I'm not allowed to sell or transfer my business. Yet, this
proposed property tax hike would ask me to pay a higher rate than a fully
commercial business where I do not have to live on the property, can take a
vacation whenever I like, and I can sell it when and to whomever I like. Is this
fair? I am, first and foremost, a homeowner. I don't even use all of my home for
the bed and breakfast. Some proprietors only use one room. Yet the proposed tax
increase would apply to the whole property. I'm secretary of the Maui Vacation
Rental Association. When people ask me, "is it worthwhile going through the
complicated permit process to become legal?", I want to be able to answer in
good conscience, "yes". Please recognize us for the homeowners that we are. A
fair rate would be $3.12 per 1,000 which would bring my taxes to $3,563. That's
an additional $1,558 per year. I'm willing to pay my fair share. If it's not fair,
I'll be giving my permit back. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Question.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chair. Good morning, Ms. Stone.
MS. STONE: Good morning, Mike.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank...thank you for your comments with regards to
the proposed property tax increase. The figures you gave to us, was that
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also...you contacted someone from the Finance Department as well to, I guess,
confirm, you know, what you-MS. STONE: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: --would be paying? Yeah, okay.
MS. STONE: Yeah, yeah. We did an analysis so a lot of our members had been totally
shocked by...it's...it's virtually a quadruple increase in property taxes 'cause we
give up our Homeowner Exemption as well.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Uh-huh.
MS. STONE: And I was rather shocked last year when I came and listened to what
someone goes through for a daycare center. And they don't have to give up their
exemption at all and they get an extra 50,000 and they have people driving in and
out of their place all day. So I should really feel...I...I don't feel fairly treated
if...if this goes through.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay.
MS. STONE: I really wouldn't.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No, sounds like a very dramatic increase.
MS. STONE: Yes, it does. ... (laughs). . .
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you very much. Thank you, Chairman.
MS. STONE: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes. Thank you, Chair. And thank you, Sharyn, for
being here. I'm sure that you have had a little bit of a relief having finally gotten
your permit.
MS. STONE: Absolutely.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: But I think that now you're beginning to wonder about
the cost of that permit.
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MS. STONE: Well, especially this year when our occupancy rate is 25 to 50 percent.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: . . .(Inaudible). . .
MS. STONE: And we're...we're all...we're all suffering. I used to employ five people.
At the moment I'm...I'm doing all the work myself, so we're really scraping here.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Well, as you know, there probably... and I don't know
how this is gonna shake out. We're still in the...we're just, you know, reviewing
departments yet. We haven't gotten into any kind of decision-making, so we
really don't even know all of that discussion yet. But would you...do you have
any idea of what you think might be fair?
MS. STONE: Three dollars and twelve cents per 1,000.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Three dollars and twelve, and you base that on?
MS. STONE: Well, we understand that we have been given the privilege of running a
bed and breakfast so we are willing to pay more for that privilege. It is a
privilege. But there are only 50 permitted B&Bs so far on the island and we want
this legislation that we all worked so hard for over the last few years to work
because otherwise people will not be lining up. And I feel it will be a massive
waste of time that...you know, I know how much you guys put into this last year.
And I know how much I put into it. I want it to be worthwhile and to do that it
has to be fair.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Apparently, you feel that there is a parallel between small
business and home business that's not being looked at.
MS. STONE: Absolutely, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much for coming and I appreciate your
testimony.
MS. STONE: Thank you, Gladys.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more questions for the testifier?
Seeing none, thank you for being here this morning.
MS. STONE: Thank you, Chair.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Members, Ms. Stone was the only person signed up for public
testimony prior to the meeting. Is there anyone in the gallery that wanna provide
testimony at this time? Seeing none, Members, without any objections, the Chair
would like to close public testimony.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS (excused: JJ).
. . .END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY . .

ITEM NO. 1: PROPOSED BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 2011 FOR THE
COUNTY OF MAUI (CC 10-27)
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. The Chair would like to recognize the...the
presence of Member Victorino. Good morning.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you and good morning, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And the Chairman failed to excuse Member Johnson who is not
here this morning. Members, today we have the opportunity to review the Parks
Department budget for Fiscal Year 2011. We're gonna start on the proposed bill,
Page 8, and then on the Program Budget, Page 14, and on the Budget Details,
Page 12. Members, this morning you were handed out with some updates
regarding the Department's request for 2011. I hope every one of you got those
updates. Was handed out this morning, so. Everybody got?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, good. Again, joining us today is Tamara Horcajo, the
Director of Parks and Recreation. So at this time the Chair would like to ask the
Director for some...Budget Director, you gonna make some comments first?
MR. PABLO: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Mr. Pablo.
MR. PABLO: Thank you, Chair. And good...and good morning, Members. The
handout which...which was...which was provided to you today, let me just go
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briefly over it and then as...as we come across this program, I'll explain it again.
The major changes when we did the furlough for the PALS program, we
furloughed all of the employees where, in fact, only three employees were HGEA
employees. The others are on an hourly wage so they're not subject to the
furlough. So there's an adjustment there of about 38,000 'cause there's 322
hourly...hourly-type employees. There was also a change on another page where
we had picked up as an expenditure, electricity for 66,200 where, in fact, it's
6,200. So from that savings, we...we offset what was needed to be put back into
the PALS program. And the remaining went into Repairs and Maintenance. With
regards to Parks and Recreation, you have a full schedule today. There's...there's
seven programs that are out of the General Fund. And then there's the Waiehu
Golf Course which is out of the Golf Fund. And in the Capital Improvement
Projects, there's nine projects for 5.7 million proposed for Fiscal Year 2011.
Director of Parks and Recreation, Tamara Horcajo, is here and she has some
opening remarks to give. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Director Horcajo.
MS. HORCAJO: Good morning.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Good morning.
MS. HORCAJO: Thank you, Budget Chair Pontanilla and Members of the Committee. I
hope you all had a nice restful weekend. And glad to hear that you had a meeting
this evening so that maybe we can get through...(chuck/es)...today's event as
quickly as possible. But Zach Helm is scheduled to join me here this morning to
go over our Department's request and summary. I understand the flight from
Molokai was cancelled. So he'll be joining us later. But in the audience, if you
can see, we...I do have our Parks chiefs and division heads who are here and very
well-qualified to answer any questions that I may not be able to answer to your
satisfaction. And I thank them for their support and for being here today.
I'd like to go over the mission of our Department. It's to provide safe, satisfying,
cost-effective--very important three words here--recreational opportunities for the
residents and visitors of Maui County. And our Department is responsible for, oh,
approximately 140 parks, 40 beach accesses, 1,100 maintained acres and grounds
and facilities that include 9 swimming pools, 39 tennis and outdoor basketball
courts, 21 community centers and one 18-hole golf course. As stated in our
mission, safety at our parks for the people coming to enjoy the facilities as well
for...as for our employees is our number one priority. And as you know, many of
our facilities are aging and our staff is having a difficult time keeping up with the
repairs needed on the facilities in addition to the retrofits that are required by law,
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be it the ADA or the cesspool conversions or things like that on our facilities.
And our ball fields, our outdoor facilities, are limited and overused. And we're
having a real difficult time trying to schedule the maintenance, you know, shut
`em down for a while because we have so many complaints and people trying to
schedule their league games on these fields. So that's why our daily maintenance,
our daily routine operations is key to keeping our facilities and our grounds safe
for our users.
In an effort to keep all the safety issues addressed immediately, the Kihei
Community Association, we have partnered with them. We've come up with a
program called Park Watch. And this is similar to the Neighborhood Watch
program, but we are educating our park users as well as the residents to be aware
of what's happening in the parks, whether it's a broken waterline or vandalism or
not appropriate use of our park and to call some numbers. The Parks Department
is currently rolling out a number that will be manned from 6:00 in the morning
until 10 o'clock at night by our park security staff. And we're finding that that
will be another conservation effort in our safety programs and services.
Our Department is also responsible for the emergency operation plan during any
kind of event. And we've had a few of those this...during this Administration.
And the Department of Parks and Recreation's responsible for the sheltering
activities in coordination with the American Red Cross on behalf of the County.
We're also responsible for the evacuation of our County beach parks as well as
other jurisdictions under our Department. Our staff provides hazardous tree
removal and debris...and assists with debris management in the aftermath of any
of these events. Our Ocean Safety staff is an integral part of the 911 system. And
they provide lifeguard services to 9 beaches, 11 towers and have 7 launching sites
for jet-ski response.
The Charter requires that our Department provide recreation, cultural and leisure
services to the County of Maui. We do provide services for youth, adults and
seniors. Our community centers last year provided approximately 5,000 permits
for baby parties, weddings and meetings. Our four campgrounds have
accommodated over 10,000 campers last year, with our outdoor athletic facilities
providing more than 1 million participants on these fields and facilities. Our
beach parks have even a greater number than that.
We are also experiencing an increase in the number of fundraising events that
people want to have in our facilities because times are hard. So our staff is
struggling to provide services for these events as most of them do occur in the
weekend and unbudgeted overtime hours. For the past three years the Department
has been trying to...has been decreasing some of its services for our very popular
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programs. Our Menehune Basketball Program, our PALS program, Fishing,
Junior Lifeguard and Learn To Swim have all had to have caps...capacities on
their programs because we don't have the staff to accommodate the demand that
is currently...that we have for these programs. And due to the limited staff and
resources that we have, we have also reduced our services to our adult leagues
and adult programs. It's...depending on the cuts that we have this year in our
programs, additional cuts may need to be made.
Since 2008, we've also been implementing conservation programs for...within
our Department. Our irrigation's controlled so only during the morning and
afternoon hours. We've been replacing our life...our light bulbs and trying to get
water reducers on all of our faucets. When they break, we do replace them
with...energy-efficient items. We are also looking at our old and leaky irrigation
systems and those are being replaced. In addition, we are installing submeters to
our metered-irrigation parks which will reduce our sewer expenses. In addition,
you may recall that we tried cutting off the hot water to the showers at the
swimming pools, but the complaints were a little too much to handle on that one.
So the hot water has been restored there for the time being. So we definitely are
looking at ways that we can cut operation without a decrease in service.
Welcome, Zach. Zach Helm, our Deputy Director, just in from Molokai.
Our County personnel, we have 481 equivalent personnel that is listed. And
they're very committed, professional individuals that serve to provide the
administration, maintenance and program services. I think, as you can see, when
you go through the budget, that our employees are, for the most part, on the lower
end of the pay classification. And many of our employees while they understand
the one-day furlough and will be able to participate in that even though it is a
hardship, a two-day furlough for our employees would be devastating in our
young families and families trying to meet their mortgage payments. Our
employees take pride in their work and do the best that they can with the funds
and the additional staff that they are given. During these trying economic times
for our community, the parks are truly a vital role.
The 2011 Budget proposal shows decreases in equipment and vehicle
replacement, travel, repair and maintenance funds and supplies and some of our
staffmg positions. The dedication of the new South Maui Community Park-whew, which has been a long time in coming--does show the only two expansion
positions that were accommodated in this budget in the General Fund, and we are
very grateful for those as well as the small amount of operating funds. I hope this
gives you a brief overview. Again, we're here to try and answer any specific
questions that you may have. Thank you.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Director. Welcome, Deputy Director Helm. Thank
you for that overview from our...I...I think you presented an overview which, in
my opinion, is pretty complete knowing that the Central...not the Central, but the
Kihei Community Park is the only area that you're gonna be increasing personnel
by two. Members, we're gonna start with the Administration Program which is
on Page 14-4 of the Program book and 12-3 of the Details. The Administration
Program that is being requested is $1.4 million. Again, as Ms. Horcajo had noted,
this is a decrease of $185,000 as compared to the Fiscal Year 2010 Budget. So,
Members, we're gonna take the A Account of this Administration Program first.
And, Members, if you can limit your questions, again, you know, we wanna get
through with the Parks Department and I'm gonna limit the questioning for the
Parks Department. And if you have any more questions, put it in writing and
provide that comment to the Chair and we'll get that information for you. So
we'll start off with Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chair. And good morning,
Madam Director and also Mr. Deputy Director. The overview was quite sobering
to say the least. I note all the decreases with the various positions for the
Administration Program. I'm just gonna touch on one issue and that's the
objectives in the Program Budget. And you mentioned the parks playing a vital
role during these hard economic times and I can't agree with you more. One of
the things that, you know, we hear a lot from general public is, of course, the
upkeep of the parks. And I know you have challenges with upgrading the
facilities with cost and everything else. In terms of weeding, you know, I...I live
up Makawao and I...I take advantage of the Eddie Tam complex and it's
generally a very beautiful complex kept up. But there are times when I see the
weeds, you know, they grow ten...almost as tall as the trees sometimes, and I...I
hear it from the public. Now with what we're facing, I...I know with the beach
parks usually you have a contract with Ka Lima 0 Maui to upkeep those many
of those beach parks. What about the parks that are not at the beach in terms of
weeding? Who...is that our personnel that, I guess, they do the weed whacking
and whatnot? Because, you know, I...I hear it from the public that, hey, you
know, can we keep the weeds down at the very least? And how does this meet
your objective where it says "create partnerships with the community that
facilitate cost-effective programs and provide projects that result in the
beautification of parks facilities and/or additional amenities." So you're
networking with various community associations throughout the...the County to
come up with these programs in terms of keeping our parks maintained?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Director?
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: There is a question in there so. . .(laughter). . .I'm
sorry it's kind of a loaded question.
MS. HORCAJO: I got a few questions in there, I think. But if you'd allow me to
perhaps address the weed control situation. And thank heavens it's raining which
gives us a few more weeds and makes things greener. But just during this past, I
believe it's six months to a year, the State has come out with some different
guidelines for herbicides which is a good thing. So they're looking at changing
the herbicides on public places, so we did stop spraying as much on our fields.
And in some cases you will see a small increase in ag supplies as we are changing
over to a different kind of herbicide that has now been regulated by the State. For
ongoing weed management in the Upcountry area, it...it truly is difficult. And
with the amount of manpower that we have, is the level of service we can provide.
We do get assistance on a project basis only for large...like there's a culvert area
next to Eddie Tam that's always a concern. That's not part of our regular
maintenance for our grounds people, so in that case we can have the MCCC come
assist us with clearing that portion. In other specific areas of weed control, I'll
have to talk with our East District and see if we can get additional support. But
that's kind of an overview.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Yeah, that...that would be helpful if at the very
least we can keep the weeds...weeds down. So, and in terms of networking with
the communities for these programs, can you cite us an example of what the
community you've...or what community programs you're...you're partnering up
to...as it addresses maintenance in our parks?
MS. HORCAJO: Well, the Parks Watch program was a big initiative this year of our
staff working with the South Maui community who has been help...grateful in
rolling that out. Other partnerships is working...with our playgrounds. Each of
the playgrounds we're working towards getting a partner to assist and have been
successful to provide maintenance to the playgrounds. We have...we cannot
really overstep the regular maintenance that's provided by our Park staff. So the
projects that are done by volunteers are specific projects that don't take over
operations.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you, Madam Director. And by the way,
we did hear some very positive comments from the Kihei community regarding
Kalama Park. So, you know, the work you guys are doing down there is very,
very good. Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes, thank you, Chair. And again, thank you,
Ms. Horcajo, for being here this morning. That was quite a report. Couple things.
I heard you say over and over the emphasis on safety. And I'm just, you know,
I'd like to know a little bit about how...how your safety program is going and the
results that you've had from it. And, you know, are we seeing a reduction in
accidents both to employees, the users, that kind of thing. And tied to that, we
passed a couple laws this year in regards to alcohol in the parks and I'd like to
know how that's doing. Thank you.
MS. HORCAJO: We're...we're very fortunate to just have hired a Safety Officer in our
Department so next...next year we hope to have actual measurable standards
which show the decrease in incidents and accidents both in-house, our employees,
as well as the public. But we're very fortunate to have hired a very well-qualified
Safety Specialist to work with our Department. So our programs are rolling out
for our employees in terms of safety standards going through the...I believe
there's 14 OSHA requirements and our...our staff are going through those step by
step, blood borne pathogens, back lifting, that kind of thing. And our new Safety
Officer has provided training...provides training to over 200 staff a month so far.
So we're doing great there.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you, that'll help us a lot. You know, one accident
puts us in a lot of trouble financially. So as a good financial measure, that's a
good prevention thing to do. Thank you. And the other piece, about the alcohol
in the parks.
MS. HORCAJO: Well, so far, luckily, usually we hear complaints and I haven't had
any. . . (laughs). . . so...
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Very good.
MS. HORCAJO: So that's a good thing. We were actually surprised that we didn't have
some more comments or complaints from users, but actually we haven't had any.
I know our Parks security staff does monitor the reports with one another and they
do do drive-bys and we haven't seen an increase in incidents so...
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Terrific. Thank you very much.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Johnson. Good morning.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes. Tamara and Zach, I really appreciate 'cause I
know you've got a...you always have to make do with whatever monies we give
you. One of the questions that I have is in regard to our overall balancing the
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budget. And I noted that you do have the, I guess, the wage reflecting some of,
you know, that's only one-day furlough. Is that correct?
MS. HORCAJO: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah. And, you know, one of the issues that we're
having to deal with is what are the ramifications if we go at the Countywide level
to two-day furlough? And I notice that one of your goals and objectives that
you're speaking about, of course, is safety. I know that we have our Camp
Enforcement Officers, our Park Rangers. We have other things that are tied in to
enforcement for ocean rec activities permits. And, of course, safety in the ocean
is really important. Do you...do you foresee, or if you do not foresee challenges
if we should go to the two days for furlough, what would be the challenges? How
would you plan to address that issue?
MS. HORCAJO: Our Department has seven-day-a-week operations. So a two-day
furlough would be drastic changes for community, you know, the services that we
provide. We've been working really hard to try and figure out the one-day
furlough and staggering of shifts and what items...facilities we'll be needing to
close. And we will have to do that with even a one-day furlough. So a two-day
furlough would be very difficult and probably life changing for the residents as
far as our operations.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. And then what you would be doing you, you
know, because of the...the way that the thing would be structured--of course, we
visited before about this subject--and we don't know because of union issues, how
it's all gonna play out. But because the other counties are looking at the
two-days, I wondered if you had looked at how the other parks departments'
budgets are constructed or their staggering of days or hours, how they stack up, I
guess, in relationship to Maui County because, I mean, we're...I...I understand
what you're faced with. It's not pleasant, but by the same token, we have to come
up with a balanced budget and, you know, balance every other consideration as
well. So have you taken or have you thought of looking at any of the other
counties as to how they operate?
MS. HORCAJO: Yes, we have been in communication with other counties and do
know...and we will take some ideas from them as needed on closure of facilities
as well as parks and reduction in service.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, all right. I...and I guess more than that you
really, unless you have a crystal ball, you can't really answer. . . . (laughs) . . .
Okay, thank you very much, appreciate it.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Kaho'ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you, Chair. Director, just can you
identify in the Administration part on 12-3 then, which of those positions are
going to be subject to furlough?
MS. HORCAJO: In our Department, all of our... all of our staff, all HGEA, all UPW and
all appointed staff will be subject to furlough.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. In...in the Administration part,
just this one list of positions. Can you identify which? Are you saying, then, all
of these positions are gonna be subject to furlough?
MS. HORCAJO: That is correct.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And then the adjusted salary amount of
the 18,300, that reflects your furlough amount?
MS. HORCAJO: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And how...what percentage are
you using for the furlough?
MR. PABLO: Maybe I can answer that, Chair...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Go ahead.
MR. PABLO: ...because our...our office did the furlough. At the time we did this
furlough for... for the Parks and Recreation, we understood that the Parks and
Recreation and the seven day a week operation. So when we did the furlough, we
looked at each of the programs and overall what we did was take off one-third of
the...of the furlough because we would think, at that time, when we did a
furlough we did not know what the HGEA or the UPW would...would agree to.
Those terms are still being...being worked out. We're hoping that eventually
departments will be able to stagger and keep the positions filled. However, let's
say it's all on one day which...which was the original thought that every other
Friday or every Fri..., every third Friday would be a furlough day. And if there's
operations which have to be filled because it's seven-day operation, then what
you're doing is if someone is on $100 salary and you put in a person at time and a
half, you're actually paying 150 to fill that position, so you're losing $50. So we
did a best estimate we could. We looked at the whole program and then we said,
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well, we'll take one--third off. So what you see there is two-thirds of 4.6 percent.
That was the best estimate we could do at that time.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Two-thirds of 4.6 percent.
MR. PABLO: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And that's the 18,000 then?
MR. PABLO: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And then there's the 4.6 percent, that's
only for one day?
MR. PABLO: Four point six percent is 1 day per month, which is 12 days a year. We
were estimating that probably on four days out of the year they will probably have
to cover at a greater cost than a saving. This is one of the reasons why we try to
limit the number of furlough days rather than look at two days. We...we thought
maybe one day would be the best possibility, especially for operations which are
seven days a week.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Thank you for that. And then can
you just tell me what the...the differences in the changed amounts are that are not
footnoted? ... (Pause)... If I look at that first line, PR-0283, is that one?
MS. HORCAJO:
Throughout the budget you'll note that there are slight
modifications...about 3 percent or whatever. It has to do with the step that the
employee is on. And in some cases, we have a new person coming in so they'll
start at a different step than another employee. For that particular position, 283, is
that...that PR-COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Two eight...
MS. HORCAJO: --283, the Admin Officer?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yes.
MS. HORCAJO: He has just retired so they put that position, I think, back to it...a step
where another individual would be starting.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And then are there any vacancies
right now?
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MS. HORCAJO: In this...no, there aren't.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So you've already filled this...this retired
position as well?
MS. HORCAJO: We were very lucky to get a transfer position in from Public Works.
We stole her. She's a good one. ... (laughs)...
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. So why wouldn't you have
footnoted that? So...
MS. HORCAJO: Oh, I'm sorry. Actually that did take place later. And I'm not real sure
about that, Sol, why...why that wasn't done.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. And good morning,
Director Horcajo and Deputy Director Helm. The Safety Officer that you alluded
to, where's that listed in the Details Budget, on what page?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: We...we're gonna come to that later.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh, that's not in the Administration? Because I
didn't see it, I...I...I was wondering where that would be?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Well, let's see.
MS. HORCAJO: Oh. Let's see. It's on the next page.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Can you give us...
MS. HORCAJO: ...12-4.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And that's still Administration?
MS. HORCAJO: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
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MS. HORCAJO: It's still Administration. So that's PR-0469, Safety Specialist II, under
Safety and Training.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: On Page 12...12-3, you said?
MS. HORCAJO: ...12-4.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh, four.
MS. HORCAJO: The next page.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And...and...and this position you started in
what fiscal year?
MS. HORCAJO: I think he's been with us not...not quite a year yet.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Yeah, yeah, now looking Fiscal Year 2009, I
don't see any appropriation for that. So-MS. HORCAJO: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: --he must've started in this current fiscal year.
MS. HORCAJO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. I just wanna thank you real quickly for the
assistance of your staff for the work we're doing on Pa'ani Mai Park in Hana.
Thank you for that assistance. Is there a...okay, that's gonna be in another
division. Okay, I think that's all I have until another division. Thank you-MS. HORCAJO: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: --for your responses. Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, thank you. Mr. Chairman, I think as we go
through each department we always hear, when we talk about positions,
negotiation with HGEA and UPW in regards to this so-called furlough plan. Can
you give me an understanding on when this negotiation will end? Or when it will
start or if it is now continuing, number one? And...and...and why I have a
concern is Maui County has decided--and I heard Fred say... say today--to do
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one-day furlough. I think the rest of the counties are doing...or I don't know.
What are the rest of the counties doing? So far I've heard two days. Now is there
going to be any kind of litigation or...or concern or how does this decisions, how
are they made? So that should we decide, if the Council decides that we're going
to get less revenues that is anticipated by this budget product, and we may have to
look at another day? We don't...we can't initiate that or...or what? How...when
does Administration sign this deal or whatever or this negotiation? Can...can we
have that understanding?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, yeah. Thank you. Let me give my...answer your
question. All of the counties have agreed on a two-day furlough, both UPW and
HGEA. Our Mayor had gone and implemented in this budget a one-day furlough.
And that's my understanding. And maybe Mr. Pablo can give you more updates
in regards to what other negotiations are being done in regards to implement the
furloughs for the four counties. Mr. Pablo.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, is this Statewide or is this each county?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. It's...it's...it's a Statewide agreement, but each county
has the ability to furlough up to two days. Mr. Pablo.
MR. PABLO: Thank you, Chair. Let me...let me explain what I know...presently. As
Chair and Chair Pontanilla has stated, the agreements are from 0 to...to 24 days,
so it's from 0 days to actually 24 days a year. Any county can determine to do 0
days or up to 24 days. What the other counties are doing I'm not certain. I...I
think I have heard that Hawaii, the County of Hawaii, has done...has...has
furloughed two days. As far as what's happening right now, I know that
there...there has been exchanges. I saw a memo from the Department of
Personnel Services and perhaps that's the best person to get this information from.
The Department of Personnel Services has to meet with HGEA and UPW
regarding how to carry out the...the terms of the furlough. As of yet, I don't
believe that...that has been finalized.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: 'Kay. So the Council makes no policy decision then?
This is strictly an administrative policy and we don't make any changes?
Whatever she does, we accept in this area?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: In this area we have the ability, if we see fit, to go two days a
month. That's the agreement that the four counties had come about, 2 days a
month or 24 days as Mr. Pablo had said. If we feel that we don't have the
revenues to cover the expenses, we gotta take a look at that extra...that one-day
furlough added to this existing one day that's in this budget.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. Not...not...not that I...I...I...I wanna put the
blame on anybody, Mr. Chairman. But I don't know what the shortcomings are
with TAT or whatever. So I...I...I...I thought that we were going to hear maybe
from Administration once that occurs. I mean, we're formulating everything as to
what that new plan would be and if it would affect furloughs I mean, surely
Administration has thought about it. So I'd like to know ahead of time so that
we're working in the same direction because if...and I don't know what one day
or two day furloughs would mean in revenues saved. But I'd like to know that
answer also.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Nishiki. As we sat in the Mayor's Conference
Room, she had indicated that should we lose some funding through TAT that she
has a Plan B. And the Plan B hasn't been shared with this Council. So maybe,
Mr. Pablo, if you can provide us some information regarding Plan B should we
face the elimination of 50 percent or the total amount of the TAT that...that Maui
County expects to receive for this coming Fiscal Year 2011 Budget.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And...and...and the question, how...how much does
one day furlough save us? Surely they must have that answer.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. I think it was in the neighborhood of $3.4 million.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: How much?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: But...3.4.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Can I hear it from him?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Pablo.
MR. PABLO: Yes, certainly. The...the estimate that we have for furlough savings at
one day per month, or 12 days a year, is roughly 3.1 million.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Three point one.
MR. PABLO: Yeah. So if you divide 3.1 by 12 days, it...it's probably about 300,000 or
thereabouts.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And then, Mr. Pablo, if you can comment on Plan B should we
need to go to Plan B?
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MR. PABLO: We do have a Plan B, but I...I think that's best something that you...you
would like to discuss with the Mayor when the time comes whether we will be
losing the TAT revenue or not. The...the Plan B does...does cover a whole range
of items including revenue increases, including department expenses also.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. Mr. Chairman, you know, we surely don't
wanna hear this at the 11 th hour.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. You wanna rule me out of order?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, I'm just going to provide you some more information.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Understand that the State of Hawaii need to finalize their
budget by April 29 th and this County is gonna finalize our budget April 30 th . And
the reason to that is to ensure that whatever is decided at the State level, that we
would be prepared to take action for the 2011 Budget for this County. It is my
understanding that those two House bills that are in committee right now may be
heard prior to 20...April 29 th . I'm just looking at the possibility of that particular
bill to be heard on the week of April 19 th . I understand your question really well,
Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, and...and...and-CHAIR PONTANILLA: It is a big concern.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --and...and I know you understand it, Mr. Chairman.
And I know what a task you have. But it would surely make it easier for us that
we have some kind of communication from this Administration.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, I...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Really, you know, this is the second time I wanna
extend my olive branch out. And...and...and it is for a good reason, you know,
that at that 1 1 th hour I surely don't wanna have to look because I can almost
anticipate, Mr. Chairman, cuts coming from the State.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: . . .(Inaudible). . .
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And meaning, what are we gonna do on our side-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --Mr. Pablo. And that's the reason why, you know.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Pablo.
MR. PABLO: Yeah, I'll be glad to...to add a further comment. I'm a little hesitant to
show where we're at while...while the State is...haven't...haven't made any
determination on our TAT. I can tell you that because this is the third year of cost
cutting, as you can see when the departments come up here, there's not much
more you can trim from...from expenditures. So the next step is actually
programs and services. What would be a possibility was...such as the Parks and
Recreation here, closing swimming pools, limiting the hours, maybe six days a
week, maybe lifeguard stands, things of that sort, you know, Solid Waste area,
perhaps the landfill. How many days a week should we keep it open to...to save
on costs? So in a third year of cost cutting what we're looking at, as you can see
in the past two weeks, the items which were offered for cuts by departments are
very significant items. When we cut even further, they're...they're gonna be even
more significant. We're...we're looking at programs and services.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:
Yeah, and...and...and...and show...and so,
Mr. Chairman, if I may, you need to offer to us what those one day of closures
would equate to or whatever.
MR. PABLO: We could.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And we may have more questions about it.
MR. PABLO: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: So I think this is something that we need to have that
discussion with, Mr. Chairman. Anyway, thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, thank you. And...and...and I agree fully with
Mr. Nishiki. But I think that's a discussion for another day, yeah, Mr. Pablo,
because I...you know, just looking at this particular Department alone, when you
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just take a look at all the footnotes itself, one, two, three, four, I begin to question
the numbers altogether. So, you know, this...this in itself just provides additional
worries about the current budget we're looking at in terms of balance. To the
Department, Ms. Horcajo, your opening statements you referenced your goals in
trying to provide safe and satisfying recreational experiences. This is a
Department that has 41 vacancies. This is a Department that has trimmed, to a
point, your budget. This is a Department that has cut back on your equipment
purchases to do exactly what the goals tell us we need to do. How are you gonna
achieve this?
MS. HORCAJO: As best we can. ... (laughs)...
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Fair...fair answer, fair answer. My worry is because, you
know, we're already experiencing numerous pool closures. And we haven't
implemented a furlough, you know. And we're already seeing reductions in
services just because of hard times with the Department's, you know, difficulties
in fulfilling 41 vacancies for a Department that is pressed. You know, it's really a
problem to see because had these 41 positions been filled, we probably would be
able to provide service to a higher level. So I'm just concerned about, you know,
your goals may be...may be too anxious or may be something that is really not
attainable when we're looking at reductions in manpower, reductions in finances,
reductions in the total picture. So my worry is I don't know how you're gonna
achieve 2011's goals, you know, that...that the Department is projecting. So I
sympathize with the...with the difficulty because this is virtually across the board.
And it does look like there is gonna be a round two and you're gonna have to
come back to us and tell us exactly where round two's cuts are gonna come from.
And if you're not able to tell us, then we will tell you where these cuts will occur.
And we don't wanna get to that point. So, you know, maybe, you know, I do
know you're gonna have difficulty in...in just attaining your goals. But the
reality at this point is I don't think you're gonna be able to. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Ms. Horcajo.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair. And, Ms. Horcajo, first of all,
let me take a...a little different approach. We've gotten where some of our
Members...and all of us are in the same concern modem. We all understand
what's happening. And some Members, you know, they go off and they try to go
into other areas. I wanna stick with this area because that's what we're supposed
to be at this point. There's bridges to be crossed and we'll get there. But let me
go with the...first one that I...I...I wanted to understand a little bit more. You
have a Grants Coordinator in Administration. And because I understand that
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could be in many departments a big plus getting grants. And you and I both know
and we've had discussions, some of the money we've been able to bring in is far
exceeding what we had ever anticipated and there's a lot more out there. But let
me go with the Grants Coordinator. Can you explain a little bit about that so that
the public understands this is a very important position?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Ms. Horcajo.
MS. HORCAJO: I'd like very much to say that this position is one that is looking for
grants out there. Unfortunately, it's not. We have a wonderful person in this
position.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh.
MS. HORCAJO: You may know Roxanne Teshima who is in charge of all of the
Department's grants that come to the Department for other...the MCCC,
the...those kinds of...of services. And we're working with the Department of
Personnel Services, as also the Open Space Fund falls in our Department now and
that's the position that helps to administer that program as well as all of the leases
and licenses of which we have about 90 plus leases and licenses we're now trying
to implement real property on our location. So I know it does say Grants
Coordinator. We have been quite successful in getting grants...for other things in
our Department as you'll see later in the day, but this position is not one seeking
grants even though we'd like her to if she had time.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: But she does coordinate and...and verify and
help...help in that areas, right?
MS. HORCAJO: And do the monitoring and reporting.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right.
MS. HORCAJO: That is correct. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Even though she may not be the one getting
the money but she does help in the coordination, and I think that's very important,
maybe you gotta slash, slash, slash some other things in her...her description so
we understand how much more this young lady does.
MS. HORCAJO: You're correct.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. And then the...the last...the last thing, and I
think again, what I wanted to understand a lot more, is on Page 12-4 is our
Volunteer Action Coordinator, that's PR-0278, and I think last year was a
new-funded position. So if you could maybe explain a little bit more about that
position? That's on 12-4, yeah?
MS. HORCAJO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And that's Volunteer Action Coordinator. And I
think there's been questions asked of me so I wanted to ask that question so the
public understands.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So, Ms. Horcajo.
MS. HORCAJO: Very good. This position, we've also been working with DPS to get
the title officially changed on this position because Sue Kiang is our Community
Resource Liaison and has worked with us in projects with the community Just
last week...or last...couple of weeks ago, we had the MIL do an in-service day at
our parks and we had over 100 youths who play sports come out to say thank you
to the Parks Department and that was a great project. So this position acts as a
liaison between community and the Department. She also is our representative to
the Arborist Committee and acts as those kinds of functions. So the title of
Volunteer Action Coordinator is a little bit of a misnomer because she works
more with the agencies than interact with our Department.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, okay. Thank you and I appreciate those
clarifications so, you know, 'cause people have asked the question. And I, you
know, wanted to make sure they understood. And the last one on this is the
Special Events Specialist. And I think you have mentioned that our parks
and...parks are being used, our community centers are being used. Our facilities
in general are being used by many, many groups. Not only nonprofits but for
profit through the guise of nonprofit. So I wanted to under...understand and let
the public understand, what is the safety...I mean, the... Special Events
Specialist? Excuse me, safety. What that specific person's responsibilities and
what are they coordinating so that the public understands?
MS. HORCAJO: Thank you because it is a bit of a misnomer because people believe
that that position should be the one coordinating special events when, in fact, this
position is very much the position that reviews the requirements needed for each
of the permit operations. And it is a big position. It's in charge of also the staff
for the security officers and the permit clerks. So this staff reviews, makes sure
that we have liability insurance, the correct kind in place and the amount of
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porta-toilets needed, security officers needed, that kind of thing. So all of the
special events that take place on our properties, the requirements are reviewed by
the Special Events Specialist.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, so...so and what I understand then, this
individual, the application and permits come into your Permitting Department and
then they...this person would review, she would review all of the various aspects
and what is required and that those requirements are met for the safety of the
event and the protection of the County of Maui?
MS. HORCAJO: Correct, exactly right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Just a question. ...(clears throat)... Regarding
fundraising events that are held in County facilities, Mr. Victorino alluded to like
nonprofits as well as for-profits. One of the things that bring in a lot of money for
any fundraising in the Count...County facilities is the sale of liquor. Do we get
our share regarding the sales of liquor for this County? Because that's the biggest
money generator for any organization that do fundraising, the sale of liquor.
Ms. Horcajo.
MS. HORCAJO: We do not, for the most part, get a percentage of the take for liquor
sales. Community has understood our fee schedule very well and if you'll note on
the, I guess this takes us to the fee schedule. But if you note, if it is a Type 5,
which is purely commercial, then we would get a percentage. But if there's a
nonprofit involved in the event, then no, we do not get a percentage. And this is
something that we may need to look at shortly.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Thank you for that comment because when
we review the fees, that hopefully you folks can come up with some fee that is
reasonable to the County in regards to, you...you know, nonprofits as well as
for-profit organizations utilizing our facilities. That's one area I...I think we
should look at to make sure that, you know, the County is not...well, the County
has their fair share in regards to sales of liquor.
MS. HORCAJO: Thank you, Chairman. This activity really is taking a toll on our staff
and the facilities in terms-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
MS. HORCAJO: --of accommodating them.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, fine. Okay, Members, that ends the A Account if you
have any questions...any more questions on the A Account, if you can forward it
to the Chairman and we'll get answers from the Department. So we'll go to the B
Account on...starting on Page 12-5. Starting with Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair. I notice it's pretty flat all
around so there's really not a lot of questions. I would just like to touch on the
one main subject that always intrigues me is our Workline Program. And, of
course, you know, that one is a 117,000 we project for this year and you did the
same for next. That's on 12-6. And that's Program Item 195023 [sic]. How is
that working? Because I know for a while there was very much challenges in
getting worklines out because of the amount of officers available from the
MCCC. And, of course, any time a workline goes out an officer or two, or
depending on the numbers, are needed to accompany 'em. Are we...are we better
off in that area or is the furloughs the State is putting on affecting us as far our
workline activities?
MS. HORCAJO: So far the activities have gotten better. The State, as you can see in
'09, was having some problems with their hiring, and that's no longer an issue
because of the unemployment situation. But right now we do have four crews so
we're working full speed ahead. They are working in areas for other County
agencies, nonprofits as well as some parks. And their list is long.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And...and...and their furlough...and the furloughs
are not affecting this particular program from the State because even...even
the...that Department, Public Safety, they're rotating the furloughs. But is the
furloughs having any affect in this Department. . in this area, I should say?
MS. HORCAJO: To my knowledge, so far it has not affected the worklines But I'm not
sure how...what the future will hold-COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
MS. HORCAJO: --but at this time.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Again, it's the proverbial crys...crystal ball that
none of us have in front of us. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: No.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Kaho'ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good. Thank you. Let's see. Members, I don't see any
request for equipment in this area, so we'll take the next program which is the
Aquatics area, Aquatics program. And we'll start off with Member Molina. Any
questions on A Account or any questions on the goals and objectives?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. Thank you, Chair. I could ask the Director. On
the A Account looking at all the positions not being budgeted for in Budget
Details 12-9, I guess just to cut to the chase, so what pools are we looking at?
How these vacancies are gonna affect. I mean all pools and hours of operation?
MS. HORCAJO: Thank you, Council...
Give us a brief synopsis.
I mean,
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
every...everybody...all pools are gonna be affected in... in short, right?
MS. HORCAJO: All pools will be affected actually beginning in May. The pools will be
not open on holidays, on the actual holiday day. We've determined that through
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looking at the attendance rates on holidays, it's actually the least attended days at
the pools. Families are sharing together elsewhere and there are no programs on
those days. So that is going to be a...a big savings for us beginning this fiscal
year. We are also look at doing a rotation of pool closures for the next year
starting June, I guess, depending on what happens with the furloughs which way
we are going. We have had the opportunity to meet with all of the swim teams
and the clubs and MAGSA, and let them know that...what our schedule is, or the
proposal. And that we will be maintaining those services for the clubs and permit
holders that don't need our lifeguard on deck. So that's helpful and other...other
ways then we will...we are looking at a one-day closure for each pool throughout
the County.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes. Thank you, Chair. One quick question for
Ms. Horcajo. You know, the constituents in my area and the Pukalani Pool, how
are we doing up there with those heaters and...and the issues that they had?
MS. HORCAJO: I just got a thumbs up from our Aquatics Chief. Really, they...they've
had a trying time up there with those pool heaters. And our CIP has gone to great
extent to replace those heaters, so I know they had some problems in getting them
up and running. But it's my understanding they're all fine and the hot water's
back on at the showers as well. So the pool's heated and the showers are heated.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much. I'm sure it's much, much
appreciated. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Member Baisa. One fast question. Regarding the
heaters, do we...I know we get so many types of heaters. Are we trying to
consolidate to one common heater so that it becomes, you know, compatible for
all of the swimming pools?
MS. HORCAJO: That has been a discussion with our CIP. And the initial way that the
pools are built and the way they're...they're heated and filtered, the systems are
different. But when we do look at changing out any of these systems, we do look
at going towards the most energy efficient possible.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, good. Thank you. Member Johnson.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes. With the potential cut from the Transient
Accommodations Tax which I believe, you know, is always used as the excuse for
funding a lot of the State obligations that are now taken over by the County, have
you taken any position with the State with regard to continuing services on what
would otherwise be State functions? 'Cause I know we took over beach parks.
We took over all these responsibilities from the State, equipment and all these
things many years ago under the, I guess, the assumption that we were gonna
continue to get Transient Accommodations Tax. And particularly for the safety,
I'm...I'm looking at many of the people that get into trouble on our beach parks
and everything. They're visitors, because they're not familiar with the ocean
situation. Has the...has there been any discussion whatsoever with the State or
DLNR as to what our role and responsibility is in these areas where we're no
longer getting funding through that TAT mechanism?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Director.
MS. HORCAJO: The properties that were dedicated to the County some time ago
through those transactions, I think those are ours. So...so we...we, you know,
we're providing...those are now County-sponsored services. We do have service
at Makena Beach. That's our one area that is a State beach that we do provide
lifeguard services at. We have some sobering statistics. It's probably the most
dangerous beach in the world, so I'm very glad that we're getting a grant for that.
But that'll probably come up in discussions under grants. But as far as recent
takeover from the State for our Department, that's...that's the area. And so that is
a concern. We still are awaiting to hear for that grant. But we have been told that
we're top priority. This beach is top priority for the State. So...
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, 'cause I know that the visitor industry, we
support it, very well, you know, we've supported it in the past. But then if we're
not getting the revenues through the vehicle of transient accommodations to
maintain all these things and these services, I guess my philosophy is, yes, health
and safety is the number one situation. But by the same token, somebody's gotta
pay for it and I don't want our taxpayers to get an increase to pay for services that,
you know, should be rightfully the responsibility through the Transient
Accommodations Tax. So I...I just...I understand what you're saying that we've
taken over these beach parks, the equipment, the responsibility. We pretty much
had that before, you know, without the legal transfer. But when we did that it was
under, I guess from my understanding 'cause I advocated it for way back, you
know, nine, ten years ago when we did this, that what we do is we had the
personnel in terms of our capability and we were getting the money through TAT
to be able to provide for these services. So, I don't know. I just...I'm thinking,
Mr. Chair, that we need to be really careful about what we commit to and that
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there may be some dire consequences if the TAT is taken away from us because if
we can't provide for the services... (sighs)...you know what, where's the State's
responsibility begin and ours end, and particularly for things that, you know,
really involve what we would've ordinarily taken out of the TAT to provide for
those services. So, it's just food for thought because I know you can't answer it
yet, Tamara. But these are the...these are the problems we're all facing. So,
thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Member Johnson. Good point and maybe some
conversation, maybe not at this time, but with Corporation Counsel and Parks
Department regarding potential liabilities. Member Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you, Chair. First of all, I just
wanna go to the...the narrative section and under your goals for this particular
program, you talk about becoming energy efficient at County pools. How have
you been trying to do that in the current fiscal year?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Ms. Horcajo.
MS. HORCAJO: Well, I know that as...as we will be changing out our heaters and
things and our other equipment, we are looking at the lower energy using
equipment that's possible. I think I did bring up...mention that we did try to cut
off the hot water to the showers and...or turn it down. Those are...the kinds of
things we will have to, you know, keep looking at. But as we...we have quite a
few CIP projects that involve new filters or heater replacements and we are
looking at using the most energy-effective replacements possible.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay, so...so this is becoming a goal for
the next fiscal year, Fiscal Year '11, 2011 according to your program?
MS. HORCAJO: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Where are the performance
measures in this...that demonstrate how the goal is going to be met?
MS. HORCAJO: We need work on all our performance measures. But I think when it
says to...I know that we're doing things like using the pool covers, you know, the
staff are working hard to cover the pools in the evening. That does not show that
here on that particular measure.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay.
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MS. HORCAJO: That could be added for this.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: I just wanna understand how you connect
the dots, you know, for us. If you're saying you're gonna make this a goal, then
there should be objectives to meet that and then how you're gonna measure those
performances. It should all make sense for us looking at the...the program
narrative part of it, especially since you're...you're outlining it as a goal. So I
would wanna encourage that. I think that's a good direction. I just would like to
see where it all connects within the program.
MS. HORCAJO: Thank you. We'll work on that.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And then the same question about
the furlough. All of these furlough amounts on here, you said are representative
of two-thirds of the 4.6 percent, yeah? Can you clarify for me why
you're...you're doing it at two-thirds? Are...are you gonna make adjustments
and corrections on this? Because you're saying that, you know, the timing was a
little off, negotiations were still underway. But now that they're completed, are
you gonna make adjustments here so that they reflect that?
MR. PABLO: The actual negotiations haven't been...completed yet. Much of this really
depends on how the Department can stagger shifts so that they...there'll be
adequate...coverage. For lifeguard stands, it's...it's seven days a week unless we
close it. Swimming pools is also seven days a week. So...so we had to make an
allowance that if there's furlough of some of the pool guards and lifeguards, I
mean Ocean Safety Officers, somebody else is gonna fill in. And like I said,
if... if you're furloughing somebody at $100 a day and a person comes in at
150 percent, that's $150. If it's on a holiday, it's double time which is $200. So
what we did was just...just do an approximation. That-COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So are you still in negotiation?
MR. PABLO: --at probably one-third of the year, four days a year is gonna be at a
greater cost than what we're saving. This has happened at the State level. And
we watched how when the State did a...required furlough, every other Friday,
some of their operations ended up costing more than they saved. And we were
trying to...trying to account for that.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay, I'm just trying to understand
how-MR. PABLO: Yeah.
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COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: --how that...that figure's going to adjust
or change, you know, or is it this...this is what you are going to stick with, you
know?
MR. PABLO: Well, this is what we're...we're proposing. If there's any decisions made
before your...your decision week, we'll definitely get that to you.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay.
MR. PABLO: If we...if we underestimate it, then the Department will have to find ways
to cover the cost. If we overestimate it, then that goes into carryover savings if
it's not spent.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. The...the only other question I
have has to be asked and that's the Lanai Pool situation. At our recent public
hearing last week on Lanai, it was brought up in testimony, both oral and written
about the Lanai Pool situation. So can you explain to us what has or has not
occurred with the Lanai Pool?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Department.
MS. HORCAJO: The Lanai Pool, the Lanai community not having a pool is of great
concern to myself, the Mayor because having that resource in the community was
definitely a benefit. I know Hana's been asking one...for one for many years. At
this time, while, you know, we appreciate the three positions, staffmg the
operations for that new expansion pool would just not be possible for us. We also
had concerns with our staffing structure. We don't have an employee on the
island of Lanai that is in her classification to supervise a position. So not only is
the operations and the maintenance an issue, but the personnel, we'd need another
qualified higher-paid, higher classification personnel to supervise. We actually
have a pretty good breakdown of the cost, would be about $430,000 for us to
implement safely and open the Lanai Pool. And we just cannot. We don't have
the resources this year to take that from our other operating account. So the
positions that were identified for Lanai, lifeguards for the Lanai Pool, have been
left vacant and that monies will be coming back in carryover savings.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. At...at some point will we know
what the total carryover savings for your Department will be?
MS. HORCAJO: Probably at the end of the year, that carryover for savings amount.
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COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: You have an estimate right now?
MS. HORCAJO: You know, I don't have that in front of me. But I...
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: I just would like to understand what your
Department has done in the current year and then at the very end of the year when
you're gonna carryover, I wanna see what that amount. . . (inaudible).. .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Kaho'ohalahala, what we'll do is request from the Budget
Director, maybe not only for Parks, but the rest of the departments, carryover
savings.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. Director, I will point your
attention to Budget Proposal on Page 14-6. And under your Goals, the third bullet
is, become energy efficient at County pools. The Mayor from the very first year
of her tenure, her term, has been very adamant about energy efficiency, using
renewable energy and so forth. So at the pools, and you mentioned one pool
where...where you tried to turn the hot water off on the showers and there were a
lot of complaints. In that regard, how many of our pools have solar water heaters
for the showers?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Department.
MS. HORCAJO: I believe three of our pools have solar.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And would that be West Maui? South Maui?
The hot areas?
MS. HORCAJO: Yes. South Maui and West Maui do have. I'm...I'm looking at the...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right, okay. Are there any plans to outfit other
pools like Central Maui with energy efficient solar water heaters for the showers?
MS. HORCAJO: As the funds allow, yes. We...we would very much like to implement
that, solar.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Well, I...I think the funds would be allowable
because of the savings on energy costs. And for the County, electrical energy cost
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is the highest bill that we pay among all the departments. So I...I think that
would be something that your Department would really consider urgently so that
we can save some money on energy costs. The...on the next section, install pool
covers at County pools, has that program gone into effect yet?
MS. HORCAJO: Yes, all our County pools have pool covers. Not all? Most.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Some. Okay.
MS. HORCAJO: And there has been a...a training program. Sometimes I know the
Upcountry Pool where it's very windy, there is a concern so I know that we're
getting assistance from the users of the...of the pool as well to help us with those
pool covers in the evening 'cause that is a savings for us.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And do the pool covers...their intent is to
reduce evaporation and retain heat in the pools?
MS. HORCAJO: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Just a quick question on your...Ocean Safety
Division. I know we've heard for a while now and I'm sure you have been
presented with it, about moving the Ocean Safety Division to the Fire
Department. Any considerations for that?
MS. HORCAJO: Actually that discussion, we haven't heard that discussion for some
time from the officers. I believe that the Ocean Safety staff is an integral part of
our parks system. They work in coordination with Fire Department, very closely
with Fire. I think that we're working as a County team now. If it were the
decision to...to move them closer together, I think there's a concern regarding the
union representation. For that our guards are HGEA.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Uh-huh.
MS. HORCAJO: So we're, you know, we're looking at the best possible service for the
community
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, thank you for your perspective on that.
But...but I would say that the other counties have them incorporated with their
fire departments already so the precedent is there. And...and the...the logistics of
doing that is there. But thank you for the consideration.
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MS. HORCAJO: Actually, Oahu is not with Fire. They...they're with Emergency
Services, and it's Ocean Safety and I think the paramedics are together.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Correct. Yeah, it's one or the other that they do but
it's not with the Parks Department.
MS. HORCAJO: Right. That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank, thank you. Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Medeiros. Member Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. I...I...I'm still concerned about what you said in
regards to Sol's question about the commitment to open the pool at Lanai. And
why I say this is because while on Lanai, we heard testimony. And in last year's
budget we spent a great deal of time trying to figure out what was the best way to
make this become a reality. So then the positions were given, funding also. And
yet... (sighs)...Mr. Chairman, this Council sets policy, okay. Now if this
Administration really is not going to do something, then you know what, tell us.
Because why? We put money in there, money isn't being spent. We calculate
that into how we set our fee, rate structure, property tax or whatever. And it is a
great disservice to the people of Maui County and to this Council if you're not
going to implement it. I don't care about all the talk, this Administration, the
Mayor feels this way, whatever, okay? That representation means nothing to me
and the rest of my Council Members. That kind of statements mean nothing to
the people of... of Lanai, Mr. Chairman, who have no pool to go to and I
constantly ask. I mean pretty soon they're gonna say, why ask? We not going
get. So Sol was nice. I'm maybe not as nice, but my asking of this question is,
are we wasting our time? Are you not going to do it? And if you...if...let's be
honest. Then we won't waste our time having this discussion, putting the money
in, figuring how we're gonna do it last year. That was a big debate,
Mr. Chairman. I...I remember and it took time. So now the question is simply,
it's not in this budget. Are you going to, if we give you the money--you said,
430,000 is what you said--will you open that pool? Because last year was a
disappointment, I'm sure, for us and for the people of Lanai. And it would be the
same if that statement was made because you referenced Mr. Medeiros and maybe
what you want in...in Hana. Okay, but let's not talk about this if it's not gonna
happen. Really, that simple. So what is your answer or you're gonna tell us later
on about putting in this money and...and...and then Lanai people will feel
comfortable that it's gonna happen? They're going to be able to go swimming.
The kupuna are gonna be able to do their little exercises for whatever health
problems they have. The school kids will have another area of recreation besides
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baseball or whatever. They can go and swim during their time. We offer it to
Molokai. We offer it to Lahaina. We offer it to Kihei. We offer it to Wailuku,
Kahului, Makawao. I don't want to fail... flail my arms anymore. You're gonna
do it or not if we put the money in?
MS. HORCAJO: At this time that facility, the swimming pool facility and...and the area
that it sits on is not under County jurisdiction. It's still with Lanai Company,
Castle and Cooke. So there is no agreement. I know the Department had
discussions with other nonprofit agencies that may want to go in and open up
a...a program at the Lanai Pool. There still may be some interest of other groups
doing that, but then the Lanai Company would grant, you know, a...a lease or
directly contract with that nonprofit organization. At this time, our Department
really is struggling with current services. So I...we...we are not prepared to take
on an expansion of program at this time with the operations and staffing that we
have in place. And we have taken the time to work out the numbers and
that...that was the hard decision that we had to make
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: You know, I know that we were real careful last year,
Mr. Chairman, and not stepping into an administrative type of responsibility. So I
think, you know, we kind of backed off. I think the Administration was going to
go talk to the company and...and...and I...I guess we've not, obviously we've
not, seen much progress in that. Otherwise, we'd perhaps seen it. But I guess I'm
a little disappointed to hear that they're not going to...to...to do it. I...you know,
it's like we can do things for different venues and yet when it comes down to our
community and its people that choose to live on Lanai, devoid of a swimming
pool and...and...and...and...and many other things but, you know, some things
they...their...their quality of life may be better than us. And so they...that's why
they choose. And...and...and they don't complain that much. You know, in fact,
when we were over there, you heard them say, hey, you know, we all work
together because we cannot depend upon other communities to kumpang or
whatever and share and do these things. Similarly, yeah, we...people in Hana or
whatever may not have a swimming pool, but they can come somewhere else to
go swim. This...yeah...and...and so it's like...and then what's so different there
is that that ocean isn't so close. You know for yourself how...how they have
to...would have to drive down to the ocean. They live up in the mountain areas.
And so to punish-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --these well-meaning people who are asking I think is--
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Nishiki, Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --for me, very distasteful.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And I said it very nicely.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: We'll write a letter to the Administration regarding this
particular issue. I...I know there are a lot of issues in regards to the pool.
Member Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, thank you. Madam Director, your...your pool
closures this year has not been as frequent as last year or so it seems. The
numbers really hasn't...hadn't changed in terms of number of guards both in...in
the pools area, drastically. Are you able to pool...are you able to use Ocean
Safety people to the pools and vice versa in terms of guards?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Department.
MS. HORCAJO: We got into the very complicated response that I didn't know if I had
to go into, but I will... (chuckles) . . .` cause you hit it. As with the pool closures, it
does allow us to temporarily reassign Pool Guards to the beach that are qualified
for that activity so that we can safely keep the towers open to have our staff that
are located at the beach be safe. So you're correct in that the closure of the pools
will assist our Ocean Safety Officers. Right now, I believe we have three of our
Pool Guards who are qualified...oh! I just heard five of our Pool Guards that are
qualified to...be temporarily reassigned so that we can manage that coverage.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Okay. So the...in terms of the coverage then, you're not, by
any way, pooling Pool Guards to the ocean hence closing pools?
MS. HORCAJO: In the...in some situations, we...we have the capability of doing that
with these five qualified guards, if we need to.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: But you're not closing swimming pools to move the guard from
the pool to the beach?
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MS. HORCAJO: With the implementation of furlough days, that is an option we're
looking at, as necessary.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Okay. So to date, let me ask again, to date we haven't had pool
closures because you're utilizing the Pool Guard and moving them to the ocean
tower?
MS. HORCAJO: No, not currently.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Okay. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair. Most of the questions I wanted
to ask have been asked. But I do have one more follow-up when you're talking
about the Lanai Pool. Is the Lanai Pool heated?
MS. HORCAJO: Yes, it is. It was built in 1988 so we do have some concerns with the
refurbishing of the pool, et cetera. But it does have heaters.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: It does have heating because I was...I was told by
some of the people that it was neglected for a long time. And it was even before
it was closed, it was cold and lot of people didn't wanna use it because of that
fact, you know what I mean, so.
MS. HORCAJO: I...I would think that a large capital improvement would need to be...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Would be also...necessitated with that. Okay and,
you know, I think that's something we need to look at. And the...the other
question I had for you is, you have under the Aquatics, Recreational Specialist
and that is on 12-8. And that's PR-0166, Recreational Specialist. Can you
explain what that individual does as far as Aquatics and coordination in that
respect, please?
MS. HORCAJO: That individual, that's Duke Sevilla, who's in charge of...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, I never asked the name-MS. HORCAJO: ...(Laughter)...
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --but I mean, you know... you know, because the
person-MS. HORCAJO: Well, that way you can connect.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, yeah. No, well, I know, but the public
asking these questions so that's why I'm asking that question. Yes, please.
MS. HORCAJO: So that individual position is responsible for all of the pools in terms of
the operations and maintenance and the Senior Pool Guards report directly to that
position.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So that individual is...is really like the coordinator
of all the pools within the County.
MS. HORCAJO: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And...and keeping everything supposedly in
running order.
MS. HORCAJO: And he reports directly to the Chief.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: To the Chief of Aquatics.
MS. HORCAJO: Of Aquatics.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, thank you. That's all I needed to know.
Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, Members, Chair is gonna call for a mid-morning break
and then we'll take 15 minutes. We'll come back and continue with the
B Account, which is showing a reduction in expenses...
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Chair, Chair. I'm sorry, just one quick question before
we go break.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina, sure.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Or actually more of a request from staff. Being that
we heard from the Department saying that they're gonna be adjusting the pool
hours now or reducing the hours the public can use the pool, can I get a report
from the Department on the request for premium pay for Aquatics/Pool. I don't
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see any adjustment being considered there. It's been kept flat for premium pay.
So if we could get the amount of monies that have been expended for premium
pay for this fiscal year for the Aquatics/Pool Division. And maybe also as well
for the beach, Aquatics/Beaches as well, too. So just as an FYI for that area. But
I'm looking at maybe we might have to adjust the premium pay request for
Aquatics/Pool. It's on Details 12-8 through 12-10.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. We can do a similar report like we did with Fire.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good. Okay, Members, we'll reconvene at 11 o'clock. This
meeting is in recess. . . .(gavel). . .
RECESS:
RECONVENE:

10:45 a.m.
11:02 a.m.

CHAIR PONTANILLA: . . . (gavel). . . The Budget and Finance Committee meeting is
now reconvened. Members, we're gonna start on the B Account.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: B Account, yeah?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. And, Members, again, you know, Chair would like to
remind you that...if you can keep your questions short and if you have additional
questions to make, give it to the Chairman and we'll get that information for you.
Okay, on the B Account for this particular area...they show a reduction of
$50,000. We'll start with Member Molina, if you have any questions.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No, Chair. Everything looks pretty...slightly adjusted
downwards.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: ... (Laughter)...
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: And so no, nothing. Looks pretty austere. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No, thank you, Chair. No major savings here.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Member Kaho'ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yes, thank you, Chair. My only question
is on the Aquatics on 12-13, Aquatics Program. What is...what is your fuel costs
for?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Can you identify the...
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: ...12-13, under Aquatics, Materials and
Supplies.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Six zero...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So that's 6022?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: ...6022.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
MS. HORCAJO: That would be for...it says Gas, Diesel, and Oil. So all of our vehicles,
the jet ski operations, those kinds of...of equipment.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So your own...your own vehicles then.
So we don't...you don't go to...have that maintained by our County maintenance
or...
MS. HORCAJO: We have a variety of...this would...I believe this would just be for the
refueling of our jet skis and our other equipment that's operated in this division.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay, then if I look on 12-14, under your
Aquatics/Beaches on the bottom of the page and you have another item, 6022.
What does that represent then?
MS. HORCAJO: Okay. If we go back to 12-13, that would also be for the Pools. That is
the Pool section. Sol, I'm sorry, that first amount here would be under the Pools
expenditures.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And this would be for just your...your
vehicles that you're talking about?
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MS. HORCAJO: No, this is what, I believe, be for the Pool operations if there's
something that's needed there. And I can get back with you specifically on that
`cause unfortunately I don't really know that line item.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. I'm just looking at the cost of...of
oil and gas and diesel here and...
MS. HORCAJO: Yeah, 'cause it did go down quite extensively from '09.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay.
MS. HORCAJO: And it could be some replacement in Pool operations, but I can get that
if you'd like.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. That...that's my only question,
Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. No, looking at their budget
I...I just wanna make the comments that the Department has been, you know,
fiscally responsible. In fact, their B Account has gone down. So we appreciate
that kind of proposal. Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, just one...one question that is real minor On your
Details 12-13, there was a...a almost a $30,000 reduction in Chemicals and Other
Filter Supplies and just concerned about what kind of impact $30,000 less in the
chemicals and filters because I would assume...these needs would be for the
swimming pools.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Department.
MS. HORCAJO: That's correct. This page is for the swimming pools. So have redone
the filters in the Upcountry and working on Lahaina side as well. So these are
anticipated savings because of the new equipment.
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: And also...in anticipation or expectation of the reduction or the
pool closures as well, that you're ordering less?
MS. HORCAJO: That's correct.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No. All the questions have been asked. Thank
you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. On Page 12-16 we do have some equipment
purchases, replacement of jet skis, replacements of quads. Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you. I...I guess the question begs to be
asked, just these are replacements for those that are being filtered out or are being
taken out of service? Because I understand there's...there's a few that are...are in
pretty bad shape.
MS. HORCAJO: That's correct. The life expectancy of the quad and jet skis, about
three years because of the salt, sand, weather, et cetera. And these are both over
that timeline there. And so, therefore, the replacement because it is safety
services, we believe, is needed.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And where do these end up? I mean is there a
priority on which beach they...these jet skis go to or the quads or it's just
basically the one that's broken down or passed its life expectancy at a various
location?
MS. HORCAJO: The Ocean Safety Division has implemented a great rotation system.
Because all of their services, there is a line item in here for, they bring the jet ski
in on a periodic basis for review and they...they switch their jet skis around.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I just wanted to make sure, like some departments
have shown that they tend for the outlying districts if they have certain types of
equipment, they get the older one and the new one stays in Central or something
like that. And I don't think that's always been fair. So just...just wanted to make
sure that that...that was not happening in this respect, yeah?
MS. HORCAJO: No, it isn't. Thank you.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: None.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Pass.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. So, fast question. So once the equipment is
retired, no longer in service, what do you do with the equipment? You junk it,
you sell it?
MS. HORCAJO: We have had long conversations with Department of Finance regarding
the...potential revenue of reselling the equipment and it was decided because of
the liability issues, the equipment is disabled and then put out to pasture. It's
disposed.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, so we don't use it at all then? Just looking at the
carrying cost for those equipment should we keep it.
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MS. HORCAJO: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
MS. HORCAJO: We don't. It's too expensive to maintain in a safe way.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Okay, Members, we go to Park Maintenance
Program, the A Account starting on Page 12-17 and the Parks Maintenance
Program, their budget request is $3 million. Member Molina, if you have any
questions regarding the A Account?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No, I think the Director...answered the questions that I
would've had earlier in her opening remarks and the other issue I brought up with
the Upcountry parks. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes, thank you very much, Chair. This question was
asked by one of my constituents who called my office and I don't know the
answer. So I'd like to have them. The person has a concern about closure of the
Upcountry parks and he apparently is concerned that the Pukalani Park is or was
closed, the park near...near Eddie Tam is for school use only, and the Kalakupua
Playground is closed. He apparently has a child with a handicap that really likes
to use swings. And so he's concerned about, you know, what is the possibility of
having these opened or have they been opened?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Department.
MS. HORCAJO: The Upcountry playgrounds are playgrounds in general. We have 44
playgrounds in our park system. And the repair and maintenance on these
playgrounds is...very difficult and very high. We do consider the ongoing
maintenance and monitoring of these playgrounds as really important because
when kids get on the swing or on the whatever, ladder, you know, they have to
be...the parent has to know that they're safe. We have had considerable difficulty
in continuing to fund the replacement parts. On Lanai, for example, well, the
replacement of the slide, I believe, was like $7,000. For example, the playground
components are quite high. At Kula School, the playground was on the school
location. The whole playground was over, I believe, 15 years old. The school in
conjunction with our Department decided that that playground, it was too
expensive to keep replacing the parts. It was no longer safe. So we are in the
process of totally...assisting the State by removing the playground. It's my
understanding that they--they, meaning the State--has encumbered the funds to
replace that playground at Kula Park. The Pukalani Playground that you had
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mentioned is in a similar situation with us and that we're now assessing the cost
of replacement of the playground itself. As you know, if you're gonna replace the
whole structure, then ADA issues come into play. And in certain locations, for
example, where that playground is putting in the ADA improvements in order to
access that playground would make it cost prohibitive for us to...to replace it, of
course, with our existing funds. The Fourth Marine Playground, we have been so
fortunate to have the partnership of the community with that playground because
our existing staff cannot take care of it. That was a concern when that particular
playground was installed 'cause it is wood. Fourth Marine is
damp . . .(chuckles) . . .and the community did want it. And I've gotta thank them
because they have followed through on their commitment to helping us repair it.
But it does close periodically in times for repair. So as we, you know, as you...as
you look at our budget when we do cut in maintenance areas, the playgrounds are
a big portion of that cut.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much. I appreciate that and I'm sure that
the folks who asked also do. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes. Tamara, on Page 12-17 there's Secretary I and
then the footnote is that, reflects correct salary for employee with return rights.
I'm...you know, I always get confused about that whole issue. Can you explain?
Is it somebody that is temporarily in that position or that was...I...I guess there's
another person that is on leave that will be returning to that position?
MS. HORCAJO: I can explain it real specifically for this position and then that would
go...be the same for all of those positions that have that. In this case, this...the
person that's in this position--and I was told I'm not supposed to use names-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, that's fine.
MS. HORCAJO: --so I apologize for doing that-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No, that's fine.
MS. HORCAJO: --previously. But the person that's in this position is now in the
appointed position as my secretary. She's the Department secretary.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay.
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MS. HORCAJO: To fill this particular position as a Secretary in this Maintenance
Division, there's a temporary, it's called an LTA, limited term appointment. And
so that position is currently filled with a body that if a new Administration comes
in, and the secretary who is now the secretary for the Director-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Right.
MS. HORCAJO: --would have the fallback rights to this position 'cause she happens to
be civil service and, therefore, the limited term person is out.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. I...I understand 'cause I...I'm never sure
which way it goes.
MS. HORCAJO: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Who's returning to which. All right, thank you for
explaining that.
MS. HORCAJO: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I appreciate it. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you. On your program description
for Park Maintenance, you have two sections, the Maintenance Construction and
you then you have a Beautification Section. And in your goals you said...again, I
just wanted to ask the question about increasing your energy efficiency and the
use of renewable energy resources at some of our facilities. So can you...explain
that?
MS. HORCAJO: I...we...we've been working hard on these goals. I guess specifically
to install systems, I know that our Energy Coordinator was working with us to
install systems in our pools. We were denied. I think, unfortunately, they used
the word "frivolous" on that one. But we were denied Federal funds for that
particular program for heaters in our pools. But we are continually trying to, you
know, look for ways to upgrade our systems. One of the goals that we had last
year in this section was to install submeters at parks where we have metered
irrigation. And that has assisted us in our conservation. And I'm sorry, it's not
on here for this year. But the...one of the other goals that we have here is the
study on photovoltaic feasibility and we will be looking at that for our community
centers and pools for next year.
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COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay, so...so it would be generally all of
your community centers or just a specific few or just one?
MS. HORCAJO: Well, we'd start with one. I know we're looking at Molokai, Mitchell
Pauole Center initially. If you recall, so...so we'll start with one and then proceed
from there.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay, and then this would just give you
an idea of how you might begin looking at renewable kinds of technologies that
might be appropriate for those facilities?
MS. HORCAJO: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. In this particular program area, do
you have all of these components on all of the islands? Including Lanai?
MS. HORCAJO: No, we don't. These programs and services are based here on Maui
and we do have some travel funds allocated for staff to go over and assist. I know
that in the past we have had assistance, of course, with painting and especially
training for spraying, that kinds of...of things.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. So if you have in your
Beautification Program a Chemical Treatment Worker, I would assume that that's
the person who's responsible for the application-MS. HORCAJO: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: --of herbicides, pesticides, et cetera?
And then when you're on the neighbor island of Lanai or Molokai, what...what
occurs there then?
MS. HORCAJO: We have had our staff fly over. Molokai has their own large...was it
500 gallon...50 gallon...50 gallon--excuse me, got an extra zero in there--sprayer
and our staff assists with training on those islands or they actually go over and do
the spraying depending on...
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. So in the case of Lanai then, can
you...
MS. HORCAJO: In the case of Lanai, I think they've had minimal assistance with
spraying so there's probably a lot of weeds over there. But I know that they have
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sent their staff over for specific...especially when they were doing the new
scoreboard over there, our Electrician went over quite a few times to assist with
troubleshooting on the ball field and those kinds of specialty items.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay, so when we-MS. HORCAJO: Our staff is sent over.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: --get to...when we get to the next item
for your Details then, then would I be seeing in your Details where Lanai would
be accommodated for these services that you currently don't provide for on
island? I...just...when we get to the next one, but I guess. . . (inaudible). . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, we'll get to the next one.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: But is that where I would find that?
MS. HORCAJO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Okay, thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. Director, on Page 12-17 in
the Details at the top under Program Staff, the Volunteer Action Aide, can...can
you describe for me what that person does?
MS. HORCAJO: I'm sorry. Are you...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: ...12-17.
MS. HORCAJO: ...12-17.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Uh-huh.
MS. HORCAJO: Oh, thank you. Actually that position's currently...it's a Clerk. She's
a Clerk, a Clerk III. When the Volunteer Action Program was deleted from our
Department, the position was changed and I will check with Department of
Personnel Services. I know that we have been working on redescribing accurately
the position title. So her position duties are that of a Clerk III.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I see. So...so there isn't a Volunteer Coordinator
position?
MS. HORCAJO: No.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No. So you had one, but it's no longer-MS. HORCAJO: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: --in existence?
MS. HORCAJO: It's currently being redescribed.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, thank you. Then when we look at the
Program proposal binder on Page 14-9 at the very bottom, Accomplishments of
Calendar Year 2009--let...let me know when you find that reference.
MS. HORCAJO: Okay, got it.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MS. HORCAJO: Yep.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So the...the first under that, the first bullet,
constructed six dugouts at Kahului School Park. Now, is this on State property?
MS. HORCAJO: No, that's...that...that is a Parks' property.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: On County Parks' property.
MS. HORCAJO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: It's just by Kahului School.
MS. HORCAJO: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, and then you...you say you constructed six
dugouts at Keopuolani Park. Now when you say constructed, are you talking
about replacement or of...of...you know, constructed for the first time? Because
I don't remember any new dugouts in those parks.
MS. HORCAJO: It's replacement.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Replacements.
MS. HORCAJO: Replacement.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, all right.
MS. HORCAJO: This...the difference between this section and our CIP is the
main Construction Maintenance Program for the most part is replacement,
renovation and repair.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, okay. Thank you for that clarification. And
thank you for the information. Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair. The question I would have for
you would be on that 14.9 [sic]. I understand start work on the new baseyard. I
think we're all clear with that one. But establishment of the sod farm. Now if
I'm correct, the...the establishment of the sod farm is in the back side of Iron
Maehara Stadium on that hillside, which has been bulldozed and clean out. Am I
correct?
MS. HORCAJO: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And because I'm in that subject matter, I will...I
will have to bring this up, Mr. Chair, and...and then you going rule me out of
order, but that's okay. I not going be the first one today. When do you anticipate
clearing up that area behind Iron Maehara Stadium? That is a eyesore that has
frustrated a lot of us. And you...we've talked about it and I think that something
has to be done because that is our gem of our... our Parks system, and it's got a
rubbish dump right behind of it. So quick answer to that question. Or if you have
it someplace else that will come up, I'll wait till then, Mr. Chair. If there's
someplace else that will come up.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: No. Quick answer, please, yes/no.
MS. HORCAJO: We've had that discussion with staff recently. That is high on our
priority list and it will be taken care of shortly.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, thank you. And I hope being taken care of
means real soon because I'd hate to have all the different events that are coming
up, especially the State tournament and others, and that place is back like that. It
just doesn't speak well for our Department.
MS. HORCAJO: Our staff is sitting there, nodding.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. Okay, good. I know they see me and I can
feel the daggers hitting the back of my head.
ALL: . . .(Laughter). . .
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I can...I can handle. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Just a comment from the Chair, maybe for
your purview, is that the Cost of Government completed a report in regards to
how the County can save money. And one of the things that they talk about is
renewable energy to cut down your electrical cost. And, you know, take...take a
look at this report because it does also mention about vehicle...vehicle
replacement, equipment replacement that are, you know, cost...high cost of
maintenance, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So, Members...
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you. Just a quick question on regarding
your...your question to the Department. I notice in the Objectives for the
Department, 14-9, work on a feasibility study to install the photovoltaics on the
central district community centers. Is that study gonna be done in-house or is this
something you're looking at contracting out?
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MS. HORCAJO: We have no money budgeted for a contract. We will be working
in-house in coordination with the Mayor's Office energy staff there.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Oh, good. Yeah, I was hoping it would be in-house so
we can save a few dollars. So, thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you for that question because I think we do
need a study made on all of our facilities in regards to what we can do to have
renewable energies power up our facilities. Thank you. So next area is the
B Account starting on 12-20. Member Molina, if you got any questions.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Oh, sorry.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Again, if you look at the total cost for the Department, it's a
reduction of $50,000 as compared to 2010.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. Yeah, Chair, 12-20, one question for the
Department under Turf Management. Why the reduction there? Could you give
us an explanation?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Can identify the location?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: It's on 12-20 under Details.
MS. HORCAJO: We had to look for cuts somewhere. So that whole particular program
we're now looking at putting that...or...or we've...we've kept...we've kept those
requests under Beautification. So we are looking at minimizing...or coordinating
expenses there. So as you can see, even though we had expenditures in that
program previously, that is an area that we identified to...to cut.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: So you'll cut so...so what will that mean for the public
in terms of the looks of, I guess...this would be, what, our baseball fields? Our
football fields?
MS. HORCAJO: That is the services provided like the ag supplies, the herbiciding, the
pesticiding, the fertilizing. Now, I guess, it's the do more with less or...and so
those activities will be provided by the Beautification Section.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Oh, okay. Yeah, I'm...I'm just wanted to make sure
that we don't have an unintended consequence where the...where the fields
or...and, you know, could...could result in injuries to players and whatnot when,
you know...so, I guess, it's just more for aesthetics. I just wanna make sure we
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have a well-condition...our fields are as well-conditioned as possible so we don't
have any unnecessary injuries because of fields that may not be maintained as it
usually are.
MS. HORCAJO: We'd like to keep this section in if possible so then in better times we
could bring it back again and get a good turf team. Right now we're just looking
at basically safety.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Just a quick question on Page 12-21. On the bottom there
is the line item at 6112 for Contractual Services, $300,000. Essentially, what is
that for?
MS. HORCAJO: I'm so glad I know this. Yes, that's for our park trees. That's our park
tree account. So this 300,000 is for the cutting and maintaining of our trees
by...by our arborist.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay, so that pretty much stays the same. And one more
big one and then that's all for me. On the next page, on the bottom also, there is
Services/Contracts. There's a $648,000 item. Can you briefly tell us what that
is?
MS. HORCAJO: Yes, that's basically the fund. If you can see, we kind of zeroed out a
lot of the small index-COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes.
MS. HORCAJO: --codes and we put them in...into one 'cause as we are doing our
reduction in savings, we're just gonna be identifying things that really need to be
taken care of. If there's a light pole down and we need to contract service, we
will do it. And that's...we ended up rather than splitting the money up into a lot
of little areas, put it in...into one area.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: So this...this Maintenance...Parks Private Maintenance
Contractor and this big amount of money, does this include Ka Lima or are they
somewhere else?
MS. HORCAJO: They are somewhere else. They're in Recreation and Support Services.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay.
MS. HORCAJO: But this would include some of the replacement for playground or, you
know, those kinds of things that wouldn't always just be done in-house.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay, thank you very much.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, on Page 12-22, the Countywide Grease Traps.
I'm assuming that is all completed in all of our park facilities?
MS. HORCAJO: It...it has been completed.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay.
MS. HORCAJO: That was a large project that we undertook over the past few years.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And...and I...yeah, and I see that, you know, there
was no funding in...in '10 for either. And there was one other area, but I
think...oh, I know what it was. In your area for your supplies and whatnot for
your, I guess it would be your agricultural application, ag supplies. I'm not sure.
I saw it anyway in here. It's where you transferred some of the horticultural
beautification ag supplies. It went from 10,000 in '10 to 34,220 and that's on
Page 12-21. My assumption is that's because you moved the other area into this
one. That's correct?
MS. HORCAJO: That's correct. We're trying to just-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Consolidate.
MS. HORCAJO: --getting a handle on it. ... (Chuckles)...
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, and the only other comment is that, you know,
you get the same questions that I do of people wondering what you're applying on
some of the fields and, you know, the fact as far as safety goes and the, I guess,
with some of the new chemicals out that don't have maybe some of the same
toxicity concerns as others. Are any of these materials within here in the category
that would, you know, have to be really safely handled?
MS. HORCAJO: For the most part, we...we don't apply those with heavy respirators
and...and those kinds of things. I...I think I had mentioned that the State did do
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an audit with our Department and so we are changing over our chemical
applications.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Your chemical application. Okay.
MS. HORCAJO: And 'cause new laws have come about regarding public spaces so.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, yeah, and...and I'm...you know, just because
you get the question asked, I get the question asked. We see it in the letters to the
editor about what's being applied. I think the public, you know, it's helpful to
them to understand that we are changing over some of the applications so that
there will be no negative effects on human beings. Okay, thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you, Chair. Director, then
following from my previous question about the...how Lanai is being provided
with services for...for chemical application. So where is that going to be included
on...in your Detail Budget?
MS. HORCAJO: On Page 12-22...under 6201, we have a small amount of $4,000 for
airfare, transportation and then a small amount under--oh--for per diem, the 2,700.
It isn't a lot, but it is the...the trips that we're able to accommodate with this
budget.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay, and then does this apply to other
locations besides Lanai then, too?
MS. HORCAJO: No, Lanai and Molokai.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So this amount is...is specifically for
Molokai and Lanai then?
MS. HORCAJO: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And then I just have a question on
the previous question that was asked about your $648,000 in 12-22. You're
consolidating, is that what you're saying that you're doing so that the one item
there is to incorporate all of the line items that are listed under the Parks Private
Maintenance Contractor Materials and Supplies?
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MS. HORCAJO: Correct. If you look above and you'll see that all of the...the monies
that in '09 were expended in everything from construction materials, electrical,
janitorial, repair, medical, safety, et cetera. All those painting supplies, they're all
now zeroes. As of 2010 and 2011, we do have a printout of what those were for,
but rather than breaking them up we did put them in that one location.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay, the amount can only be applied
then to those kinds of uses then?
MS. HORCAJO: That's correct. It's for repair and maintenance services that we
contract out.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay, and then if I continued lower--let's
see--the next item below that, Maintenance of Street Trees Services. That
whole...column has zeroed out as well. So is that being accommodated also in
this amount?
MS. HORCAJO: The Street Trees were lined out and put in a special section under the
Highway Fund. And there is a proviso for Street Trees. Our Park Arborist is
responsible not only for our parks which was that 300,000 that Gladys just
discussed and then there's an additional...I think it's 270 for Street Tree
maintenance that's under the Highway Fund.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So this is moved to Highways then?
MS. HORCAJO: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Yeah, I guess, Chair, the only
other question I have is that having consolidated all of those amounts, it doesn't
give us a sense of where you're gonna...how you're gonna apply your...your
expenditures in this. So it does leave it very, very broad. So that was...that's my
only comment about lumping it up, whereas we would have a good spread in
understanding how you...how you're disbursing that one amount of money.
So...the...the reason behind that is?
MS. HORCAJO: I think it's...basically, again, looking at...not quite knowing what's
gonna come up. This is kind of our emergency fund in...in many ways. If...if a
light pole goes down or after some large event, that we would need to come in
and use this money. So anticipating where the concerns are, I think this was our
direction last year was to put it all into one fund for Contract Services. And,
again, we can do a printout of where these expenditures were made. But if a
fence line goes down, you know, this is the fund we may tap, that kind of thing.
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COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And then just looking back in the
previous two sections under the Construction section as well as the
Horticulture-Beautification, you still have some amounts in there for contracting
as well. So...
MS. HORCAJO: Yes, we do.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah, okay. So I just wanna make sure
we fully understand how this is being used because this is not called the
Emergency Fund. This is a $600,000 amount here that's listed under your
Maintenance Contractor, so I just wanna make sure we understand how that
money gets used.
MS. HORCAJO: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Member Kaho' ohalahala. I had the same question.
Once you lump up a number into one area then, you know, you lose sense of
responsibility in regards to the different sub-codes that we have. That's my one
big concern regarding lump sum. And then, you know, the $300,000 that you talk
about, Contractual Service, those are for tree trimming, things of that nature, and
how much you get from the Highway Funds for that type of work?
MS. HORCAJO: I believe it's 270,000-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Two hundred and seventy thousand dollars.
MS. HORCAJO: --for Street Trees.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No questions at this time.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, real quickly, yes. I just wanted to acknowledge the
Department in their...in their effort to see that the Molokai Parks Baseyard was
completed. And thank you for giving our employees a...a facility that they now
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belong to instead of the dilapilated [sic] old shack that they virtually was
operating out of. And there is...no, I am not being facetious when we...we
describe it as a dilapidated old shack because that's what it was. And you've just
given them a lot of pride in being able to continue their performance. So kudos
to...to the two of you. Thank you very much for seeing that it actually was
completed on time. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, all...I have no questions at this time, I should
say.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. We go to the C Account which is
Equipment, Riding Mower, $14,500. This is a replacement. My only question to
the Department regarding this, there's another section in here that have...I...I
don't know if the same type mower but for $15,000.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Five hundred dollar difference.
MS. HORCAJO: I would assume they're a slightly different mower. This particular one
was...is a replacement of a 12-year-old mower that will be used for the
Beautification section and will be used at Kepaniwai Park.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So there's a difference in size?
MS. HORCAJO: It's my understanding that it is. I know that the districts did coordinate
with price quotes.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Who...who else other than your Department utilizes
mowers?
MS. HORCAJO: I believe Public Works has the large flail mowers and...and we don't
operate those kinds of mowers.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Do we...
MS. HORCAJO: I think Human Concerns may have some at Kaunoa.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, the reason why I ask you this question, if we centralize a
department to purchase, you know, the same kind mowers, yeah, try to get cost
reductions. Maybe for Budget Director, you know, you can take a look at that.
Member Molina.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No, no questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: Pass.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Mateo. Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Moving on, we go to...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Plan...Planning and Development.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: The biggest area. ...Planning and Development Program--not
the biggest, the smallest. Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, Chair. Madam Director, just on this vacancy for
the...the person on leave, excuse me, CIP Coordinator, on leave without pay.
How is this gonna affect the Department's ability to implement the CIP projects
and...and is this...how long do you anticipate this person being out for?
MS. HORCAJO: As far as affecting our Department, our staff are very diligent. They
have a lot of programs to cover, not only in the CIP awards that are given which,
of course, we like and we like more of them. But also they handle the park
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assessment. This particular employee, unfortunately, has been out on leave due to
illness and has used up their leave. We...we again had to find locations to cut and
not fund. If indeed we're lucky enough to get this individual back, we will be
coming in for a budget amendment. But at this point it's not...and he's been out
for a while.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. You know, just the other day, we had the...out
of the Managing Director's Office, the...I guess the Countywide CIP person, that
position that was created. Are you planning on seeking any assistance by using
the County CIP Coordinator to help you with the...expediting your CIP projects?
MS. HORCAJO: She's been very helpful to our Department so far in assisting
with...coordinating efforts. And I know we've been working really hard at
disencumbering old funds that have been entangled in the web of paperwork for
some time. So I know that is a focus for us and for her right now.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, good. I'm glad to see that you folks are making
use of the...that individual to help expedite these much-needed CIP
improvements. Thank you, Madam Director. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Pass.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Tamara, you still have four CIP Coordinator positions
remaining, that's correct?
MS. HORCAJO: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, all right. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah. I was just gonna ask, you have
quite a few...CIP Coordinators. We have one...one major one for the County.
But you have four...or actually...
MS. HORCAJO: Five, I think.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Five?
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MS. HORCAJO: We should have five.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah.
MS. HORCAJO: Sorry.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So what makes these...these positions
unique or distinct from...from what we have as a CIP Coordinator overall?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Department.
MS. HORCAJO: These positions actually handle the project management for each of our
CIP projects. I believe the one position upstairs is more...does not get into the
nitty-gritty of managing the projects. So our CIP Coordinators handle all of
our...all of our projects for the Parks Department.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay And how many projects, on an
average, are you...are you dealing with on an annual basis?
MS. HORCAJO: Well, this year we only have nine, which I think is the smallest amount
that we've had in some years. We have quite a few ongoing projects. One of the
biggest is, well, our ADA compliance which takes a lot of management because
they are small projects in order to comply with our transition plan. You know,
but they're small projects throughout the County at identified locations.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So you anticipate that...that number of
projects on an annual basis then?
MS. HORCAJO: Yes, and we'd like to...yes, we do.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So you said nine at...at this point? What
was your...
MS. HORCAJO: In...in the 2011 Budget there is nine. We are managing more than that
probably from carryover years, you know, still closing out projects.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And then so how does...how does
this integrate or not with the CIP Coordinator?
MS. HORCAJO: You mean the one in the Mayor's Office?
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COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yes. . . (inaudible). . . Yes.
MS. HORCAJO: That is a new position that, I think, is working on streamlining
reporting and disencumbering funds. I...you'll really have to ask her more about
that. But for our Division, she interacts with us on the reporting, the coordination
of reporting as well as disencumbering of our cunent...or our old CIP closeout
funds.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. I wanted to ask the question about
the Lanai project. This is...is this the appropriate time to ask?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Project...
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: For the...the Lanai Rec Center.
MS. HORCAJO: I believe that will be coming up in CIP.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: CIP.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay, okay. I'll go ahead and pass then.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. Just a little follow-up on
Member Kaho'ohalahala's questioning. So on the CIP Coordinator, Position
PR-0268, which has a footnote saying on leave without pay, how long, if...if you
know, will that person be out? Is it undetermined or is it a plan?
MS. HORCAJO: It is...it is undetermined
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MS. HORCAJO: He has been out, this fiscal...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: How has it been vacant? I mean not vacant but how
long has that person been out?
MS. HORCAJO: Well, I believe, the leave without pay is just kicking in now. You
know, he was using his sick leave and vacation.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And that's the reason you're not funding it?
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MS. HORCAJO: That, that's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: What happens if that person returns before the fiscal
year is completed?
MS. HORCAJO: As I said before, which would be great if he could return.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: How do you pay...
MS. HORCAJO: Then we...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: ...how do you pay that person if he returns?
MS. HORCAJO: We would need to come back in for a budget amendment or moving,
moving funds.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I see, okay. And that was just my question. You
know, more on that technical side, Mr. Chairman. But I...I just wanted to say
because this is the more appropriate place that, you know, we in the East Maui
District appreciate what the Parks are doing to help us get the improvements on
the Pa' ani Mai Park and, you know, helping us...you know, our...our people like
Pat Matsui and Steve Grogan and Karla Peters and also Floyd Miyazono who's
with the Recreation Department. So we appreciate their, you know, attentiveness
to that project because it...it involves continuing to get the commitment of the
land from Hana Ranch. So we appreciate all the help they've given us. Thank
you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, thank you. Department, who would be responsible
for master planning for Molokai, Mitchell Pauole Center?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Department.
MS. HORCAJO: Want me to go? We currently do have a grant commitment from the
USDA for that master planning project, and we do have a CIP Coordinator that's
working with that. We do have some concerns because, of course, our
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Department isn't in charge of all of the entities there at Mitchell Pauole. But we
do know that some renovations are desperately needed there.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: What...the renovations, I understand is scheduled for this
upcoming fiscal year. But the Parks Department in the total campus picture, you
have...the cent...the community center itself, you have Parks Office, you have
the swimming pool, the gym, the youth center, the skate park, the tennis courts.
And it's virtually all in one specific area. So there really is no specific master
plan in taking a look at potential needs to start...looking at expansion for the next
number of years. The grant you referenced, that is the $50,000 grant from
USDA?
MS. HORCAJO: I believe it's 75 or 76,000.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: And that has not been used at all at this point?
MS. HORCAJO: No, we're still in the planning process and identifying the scope of
service.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Because of the other part of Mitchell Pauole which is the
Police, the County building?
MS. HORCAJO: That's correct. So I believe that they are looking at...at and focusing
the scope of that project if possible. And I know Zach has been working with
Irene Lam over there.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Yeah, yeah. Okay, no, my...my only concern is because the
Parks Department occupied the larger area mass of the complex that, you know,
one, I didn't know how you were gonna do it, whether you would take a portion
of the grant funds and do your planning. And the other part, which is the Fire,
Police and County facility, would be utilizing the balance of the funds. So I don't
know. Mr. Chairman, I have no idea who would actually be responsible for the
master planning because of the one-lump sum grant fund. So perhaps if we can
try to find out who would actually be responsible for it? Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: We can. Thank you. Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No questions, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I got couple. What...what's the difference between Parks
Project Manager and the CIP Coordinators?
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MS. HORCAJO: If you'll notice, they're the same SR level, meaning they receive the
same pay. But there is a requirement difference in the recruitment for those
positions. The Parks Project Manager has the capability of staff obtaining the
qualifications to move into the CIP Coordinator position.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So what...what...what's the, I guess, responsibility as a Project
Manager as compared to a ClP Coordinator?
MS. HORCAJO: The responsibilities are very similar. The CIP Coordinator may have a
little more technical requirements to that position. But basically the Parks Project
Manager is...CIP Coordinators are also managers of projects. It's just an
opportunity for people to have like a career ladder because the technical can be
obtained if they're in the Parks Project Manager position for a while.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So all of the Coordinators that you have today, one, two, three,
four, do have a total of how many projects that they need to...to review or follow
on? And how does it...how long does it take to see a complete start to finish?
MS. HORCAJO: I'm not sure of the exact number because the scope of some projects is
so much greater than the scope of others. But Mr. Mateo will be able to attest to
how long the project for Cooke...Cooke Pool has taken... (chuckles)... in terms of
when we get funding and then the actual permit process, and all the way through
to...in some case, years, many years. And if that's something that you'd like to
ask Mr. Matsui at this time or later-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Maybe during the CIP.
MS. HORCAJO: --we can...we can get that . . . (inaudible).. .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And the reason why I ask is that, you know, when you mention
ADA compliance, yeah, we...need to do that, nine probably, nine major projects
which we need to do that. But does one Coordinator handle one project or a
series of projects as...as, I guess, what you have in the Department?
MS. HORCAJO: We do have specialty personnel within the Department that handle, for
example, one of our CIP Coordinators handles the ADA, but they also then are
basically identified with a district. We're...kind of transferring over to that so
if...so that they can work as a team with the districts on their projects.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, what I'm trying to get at is, you know, just so long we
get enough work for...for the number of positions that we have in the Parks.
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MS. HORCAJO: There's plenty of work. ... (chuckles)...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
MS. HORCAJO: More than enough.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. And...and one more question I have in regards to that
one particular area, Planning and Development. Maybe in the future, maybe, you
know, not 2011 or 2012, maybe 2013, start looking into an engineering position
for the Department. I think that would help you guys. Okay, Members, that's all
the question I had. Right now it's noon time. We'll just go quickly on the
B Account. It's a real small Department. B Account is flat. Anyone of you have
any questions regarding the B Account?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. So we'll take our lunch recess at this time.
We'll reconvene at 1:30 and we'll take up the biggest Department, Recreation and
Support Services when we get back. This...meeting is in...recess. . . . (gavel). . .
RECESS:
RECONVENE:

12:00 p.m.
1:32 p.m.

CHAIR PONTANILLA: . . . (gavel). . . The Budget and Finance Committee meeting is
now reconvened. Thank you, Members, for coming back at 1:30. What the
Chair's intent is to complete the Parks Department today. I know we have a
meeting in Lahaina this evening. But if we can't complete the Parks Department
today, we'll reconvene with the Parks tomorrow afternoon after the Council
meeting. So let's get moving. The area that we're gonna review now is
Recreation and Support Services. This is the largest division for Department of
Parks and Recreation. The budget request is $3.6 million. Members, it's on
Page 14-14 on the Program and 12-27 of the Details. At this time, I'd like to call
on Mr. Victorino if he got any questions on the A Account.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And thank you, Chair. Are we gonna basically like
we did with-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, let's go...
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --the Police and the Fire? We're gonna go by the
areas or, you know, by the various areas or are we gonna take the whole
A Account one time?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: We'll...we'll go by areas.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: By areas, okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: That way we can speed it up.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, yeah, okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: A lot easier, yeah. So Program Staff...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So we're gonna start with Support...Program Staff
and then move from that point forward?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, very good. Thank you, sir. I guess,
Ms. Tamara...Ms. Horcajo--Tamara, sorry--this Support...the Parks Support
Service Coordinator and that one...that one, you know, those two positions, the
last two, can you give me a quick explanation what those two...two particular
positions do?
MS. HORCAJO: I'd be happy to.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you.
MS. HORCAJO: We're really glad to have both those positions. They're fairly new in
our Department as we've seen a lack of coordinated effort. The first one, the
Parks Support Services Coordinator, is assisting in the, basically, the operations
and maintenance of that particular division which, of course, is the largest. And
their first task is operating the...initiating the maintenance standards throughout
the Department on all islands.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MS. HORCAJO: So it's coordinating service. The Inclusion Recreation Specialist has
started to provide programming specifically with the needs of all populations in
mind, the handicapped, the elderly.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I see.
MS. HORCAJO: And we've started a few new programs and we have wheelchair tennis,
wheelchair basketball and a kayaking program, adaptive kayaking to assist in all
populations.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So...so those two positions, that's their specific
responsibilities-MS. HORCAJO: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --as you've just stated. Okay, very good. Thank
you, Mr. Chair. That's...that's...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No, no questions of the Program Staff.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: I'll pass for now, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No, no questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Okay, we go to the Central Maui Parks.
Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you. And...and this one, I guess the
question I have would be two-fold. Number one, can you give us an idea what
central is as far as Parks Department is concerned? Because we know what Police
is...each...each department has a different geographical makeup when they use
the word "central." So I'm asking you, Ms. Tamara, so the public understands,
what's Central Maui means as far as Parks are concerned? The geographical
makeup, please.
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MS. HORCAJO: Right. Central Maui Parks, well, all our Parks departments follow
the...pretty much the same boundaries of the General Plan areas. So for Central
District there is...we have two baseyards. One is the complex in Keopuolani Park
area. The other baseyard, the outside park area goes from Waikapu to Kanaha
Beach Parks, all those beach parks, in addition to Upcountry. I believe they have
four...37 parks in their...in their district.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MS. HORCAJO: So it's everything, Wailuku-Kahului to, not Maalaea, but Waikapu.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Up to Waikapu.
MS. HORCAJO: Uh-huh. And to Kanaha Beach Park.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: To Kanaha. Okay, so we're not like the Police
where Upcountry is included. That is East Maui.
MS. HORCAJO: East Maui is one huge bugger there. ... (chuckles)...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, all right, all right. Just so that we're...we're
clear with that. And all these positions that you have, and the second question I
have, of all the positions you show here in Central, how many are...vacant? In
Central Maui? In the Central...Maui Park area?
MS. HORCAJO: I believe we have a couple half-time positions.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That are vacant.
MS. HORCAJO: That are vacant.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MS. HORCAJO: Our Department moves our half-timers which is the incoming labor
positions and those...half-time positions, when there's an opening in the full-time
Park Caretaker positions, they're offered that opportunity to go full-time.
So...maybe one...maybe when the list is a little bit...moving because we have
people in the process of AccuMed who have perhaps interviewed already and are
in the process.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And I guess the last question, Mr. Chair, is any of
these positions frozen? Because we had talked about positions that were frozen in
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various departments. Have you had or been told to, or anticipate any positions
frozen as far as this Division is concerned?
MS. HORCAJO: If you look on 12-28...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MS. HORCAJO: ...you'll see that we have one half-time Rec. Aide, it's PR-0288, but
it's not funded.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MS. HORCAJO: So I think at least in our context as we understand the word "frozen",
it's...the equivalent personnel position is still there. However, it's not funded. So
we're hoping that in good times we can get the funding back for this position.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MS. HORCAJO: So that's the only one in the Central district.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That you...that you...that you know of, yeah?
MS. HORCAJO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: What about...I...I see there was two Rec. Aides
with zero...oh, no, I'm sorry. That's increases. Oh, no, just the one. Yeah, okay.
Thank you, Mr. Chair. That's all the questions I have for right now.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. No questions on Central
Maui.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Kaho'ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay, just confirming that the salary
adjustments reflect all of the furlough at the two...two-thirds.
MS. HORCAJO: As I understand what Mr. Pablo said this morning, that that was...that
is the case.
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COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And at some point I guess would be...if
you have a more definitive response on the vacancies, if you can tell us by...by
their position numbers which ones that they are. Is that something you have or
that's something... yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, we got that report. I think you can match it up.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: It's a vacancy report that we received March 10, 2010 and
that-MS. HORCAJO: We...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --we have all of the different departments identified.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. I'll...I'll pass, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Just on the positions 'cause I...I know, Tamara, you
have maybe not been listening in on some of the other conversations we've had
with other departments, but one of the things that we saw happening is even
though there was no funding for the position, it was listed as zero. Because the
position was still there because of other savings, other areas where monies did at
some point become available, other departments have filled some of those
positions. So if I understand what you said previously, though, you have no
intention of filling those positions even though...well, at least in Fiscal Year
2011.
MS. HORCAJO: You're conect...well, in 2010 we did have a few positions that, I
believe it's five, that did not...were not funded. We did accidentally...well, we
did fill one of those half-time Park Caretaker positions. But we had another one
vacant in the same district. We just put it in the wrong position number.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay.
MS. HORCAJO: But for the most part, we need to create that savings through our vacant
positions. And because we do have turnovers through promotion in-house
because our Department is so large, that it does create different positions. I think
Aquatics is a good example. It's...you know, always a moving target so that
when you get the list from DPS in early March, those positions that you're
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looking at may have already been filled, or, you know, in the process. So I...I
guess...
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, and...and it's my understanding and I...I, you
know, correct me if I'm wrong, but within any one of these different programs
you can't take money, let's say, from Aquatics and move it over for personnel to a
Recreation Support, or can you?
MS. HORCAJO: We cannot. It is a program budget so therefore with a small, like
Planning and Development-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Right.
MS. HORCAJO: --where we have that, we'd have to come back to you-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, yeah.
MS. HORCAJO: --for an additional appropriation.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I...I just wanted to double check because somebody
else, you know, the public had asked me that question. I said, no, I don't believe
they can do that. But, you know, I know on the question with regard to the
vacancies in other situations, vacancies were filled from savings within the
Operating Budget, within other accounts. So those...where it showed zero now
and zero projected, some of those departments had, I guess in the past, what they
had done is they had filled those positions. Okay, but I don't have any other
questions, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I pass.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, Mr. Chair, just for clarification, so we're asking
only on Central Maui or are we looking at...we can jump around?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, yeah, we're gonna go by the different areas.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Just...just different...okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: It's easier that way.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No questions for Central Maui.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. We'll go to East Maui. Gonna ask
Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. I don't know if you chose me, but that's not
in my district.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: East Maui is like Upcountry and...yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, why don't we go to Member Molina then.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. Right.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Oh, okay. Just if I could get the...a clarification on
the, I guess, the salary reductions for the Park Maintenance Supervisor, 12-29.
That's the page, Details. And also...please bear with me, yeah, and 12-30, Park
Maintenance Supervisor. If I could ask the Director.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Ms. Horcajo.
MS. HORCAJO: Okay. Thank you. If you'll refer to 12-35, we do have a footnote
here...
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Oh, okay.
MS. HORCAJO: ...that reflects these Park Maintenance Supervisor positions. We were
working with Department of Personnel Services to see if we can upgrade them
because the pay scale for the kind of duties that they need to do was so low. We
have not been able to find one so, therefore, previously we did put it in the budget
at a higher level. But to date, we've not been able to work out that redescription.
So therefore, we readjusted the salary back to what it currently is until we can find
that class. And then we'll go in and then we'll properly adjust it at that time.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you for that information. And I notice
the cutbacks on the Recreational Aides. Again, that's because of the program
cutbacks?
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MS. HORCAJO: Yes, we have three Upcountry so they're scrambling to provide
service.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No, thanks.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Pass.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Pass.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: One quick question. Any vacancies in that...that
Division, especially East Maui, because it's such a big division.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Again, do you have the vacancy report?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Oh, I...I know, but that's a total report.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: That's the total and it goes by, first, department.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I understand that. Okay, 'cause I'm asking the
questions when...when we have zero, zero, zeroes, is that frozen? That...'cause
my next question is, that was frozen. So, okay. So...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. That position's still there, but no funding.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, so, that's what I'm asking.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, okay.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Thank you, that's it.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. West Maui, Member Johnson. Got any questions?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I didn't really have any questions, no.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No, no questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Chair, just one clarification. And it's in regards to
all...we had two reports on vacancies, right? The March 10 th one...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: ...which you referenced, and then, let me see...and
then there was a March 30 th correspondence. And the thing about the March 10 th
one, it does indicate the location of that position.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: But the March 30 th one does not. So we don't know
where the position is.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So I...I think when we asking if there...you know,
if...yeah, right, the Director or Deputy Director can point out the vacancies that
apply to that particular district area.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Gayle, please.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, thank you.
MS. REVELS: Thank you, Mr. Chair. The March 10 th report is the one we got from
Personnel that lists all vacancies. The March 30 th report is Personnel's response
to our request of an update of the positions that we either froze or removed
funding for last year. So it's not all vacancies. It is only those positions in which
we changed the funding in the last fiscal year.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. And so the one from DPS, you say...yeah,
yeah, it's a supplement to the March 10 th one?
MS. REVELS: It's...it's not a supplement. It...it's totally different. It is only those
positions where we reduced the funding last fiscal year.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. So they're not vacant. They're just reduced
funding?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Remember last year when we reviewed the budget, we
said, are we gonna keep...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: ...we're gonna keep the position, but we're gonna fund the
position by six months.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right, yeah. I understand that. But the report says
vacant...the March 30 th one. It doesn't say unfund...well, it does...it says vacant
and then it gives the funding that we did, right.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. All right, thank you. So...so we...we're on
West Maui...you said?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. No, no questions for West Maui.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: No questions, Chair.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. We go to Hana.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. I...I have one question on a
position, and that would be the last position which is the PR with the four Xs and
no funding. If the Department can explain that position? And it says half-time.
And Park Caretaker I, HT, which I assume means half-time, and the E...E/P count
also reflects a half-time position. But it's unfunded for the 10 th , 11 th , for FY '10,
FY '11. Can you tell me what's the status of that position?
MS. HORCAJO: I can. I believe it was 2008 when we had a half-time position in Hana,
employee in Keanae, I believe. And the Department as well as you, we both
wanted to see the...we knew that that position needed to be full-time.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Correct.
MS. HORCAJO: So we did make that position full-time. But the Budget as well as the
Council somehow picked up the additional position, so even though we have that
additional half-time E/P there with no funding. In other words, both the
Department and you were requesting the half-time. Somehow it did get doubled
up in here. So we appreciate keeping the E/P, if possible, with no funding 'cause
we know when Pa' ani Mai comes on, we'll probably need it.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MS. HORCAJO: But I believe it was an...a duplication.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, thank you for the clarification. Mahalo,
Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Kaho'ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson. Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Pass.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. South Maui Parks. We'll go to
Member Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: ...12-34, Expansion. I see it's budgeted for 17 and 18.
Are these entry-level positions?
MS. HORCAJO: The Park Caretaker II would be a promotional opportunity for a Park
Caretaker I. It's a working supervisor position. And the Park Caretaker I is a
full-time Park Caretaker.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And this is for what park?
MS. HORCAJO: The new South Maui Park. We anticipate that it's on time.
Goodfellow's doing a great job and we're anticipating the end of the year,
December, January for completion.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: So these positions will be filled when?
MS. HORCAJO: I believe it has an eight-month funding cycle. So looking at bringing
people on and so that they'll have a little bit of time for training.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay, so this is what is represented on 2011, 17 and
18,000 respectively. These are for eight-month funding?
MS. HORCAJO: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No questions, Chair.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Kaho'ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Pass.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: So the full...those would be full-time positions and
so we're looking at...those are also entry-level wages as well. So we're looking
at three-quarters of the year funding...what would be equivalent positions on the
other side for full-time? I guess if you convert it-MS. HORCAJO: The Park Caretaker...
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: --what I'm asking is, what...what does it translate to
on an annual basis? Is that like 26,7 or-MS. HORCAJO: Well, if you look down just below on Molokai Parks, you'll see some
Park Caretakers here. It's about 33.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thirty-three, thirty-four.
MS. HORCAJO: Yeah, 33 to 34.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And you can get Park Caretakers for...'cause that
seems pretty...well, I don't know. I guess...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: That's at eight months funding.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: That's...yeah, yeah, but what I'm saying is that, you
know, even at that, their responsibilities like...it's just a little...more for Park
Caretaker II and you're saying that if somebody was a Park Caretaker I now and
wanted to move up, that might be a position that they would apply for?
MS. HORCAJO: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay.
MS. HORCAJO: It's a promotional opportunity.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: So it's a little...okay. And they don't have steps like
everybody else?
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MS. HORCAJO: That's correct. It's UPW.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, all right. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. This is what? Six months and not eight months.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: It looks like six months.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, it must be for six months.
MS. HORCAJO: Oh.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Six months.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Member Baisa, questions?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Pass.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you, Chair. Just one question on the
12-33, Parks and Rec. District Supervisor III. The position was not funded in
2010 and now you're requesting a funding request for 51,000 this...this upcoming
fiscal year. Why is that? Was there no District Supervisor previously in South
Maui for this particular fiscal year?
MS. HORCAJO: That was...let's see where.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Parks and Rec. District Supervisor III position.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: ...12-33.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: ...12-33.
MS. HORCAJO: That was one of the re...reductions that Council made last year, I
believe, to help fund other positions where a current employee is in need of a...a
return rights position.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, all right. Thank you for refreshing our
memories on that one. Thank you, Madam Director. Thank you, Chair.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. We'll go to Molokai Parks. Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, no questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No questions at this time.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: ...I'll pass, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Because we acquired some new holdings as far as
park space within the Molokai area, are these park personnel now gonna care for
that? Or is that more of an open space area 'cause we did acquire some of the
land, you know, for...for park, you know, acquisition. I don't know. Maybe you
haven't...maybe you haven't concluded that yet?
MS. HORCAJO: The two properties that you may be referring to, one is Kawaikapu?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Uh-huh.
MS. HORCAJO: That one? That's open space funding and it's being held by the
Molokai Land Trust.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay.
MS. HORCAJO: And so Parks will have no jurisdiction or management. The other
property that you may be referring to is Murphy's Beach.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yep, Murphy's Beach.
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MS. HORCAJO: But we have not yet completed that transaction.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. So if you do, though, let's say you do
complete it, do you have any maintenance obligations for that particular area?
And if so, do you have sufficient personnel to take care of that property should it
come on line?
MS. HORCAJO: We do not have that included in the budget at this time.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, so...
MS. HORCAJO: You're right.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: So am I to make an assumption, then, that that'll
come in the next fiscal year budget?
MS. HORCAJO: We certainly hope so, that we'd have that on line by next fiscal year.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, all right. And if it should come forward, then
you would have to just return to the Council for a budget amendment?
MS. HORCAJO: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Pass.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. We go to...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I...I...I got a question. You know this Parks District
Supervisor III, the one with that return rights?
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes. That's the guy that you're looking right here.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Oh.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Civil Service position.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: So who's in his position now?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Department.
MS. HORCAJO: Currently we have our staff TA'ing into that position. So subordinate
staff...I was told I couldn't use names, so... (laughs)... staff underneath are...are
TA'ing up into that position right now.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Right now. So he was the Deputy, right?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: He is the Deputy.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: He's the Deputy.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: He is the Deputy. Okay, then I thought...I thought you
pointed at him twice. You got two bodies or what?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I don't understand.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: He has return rights to that particular position.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Right.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And presently, there's a person that is temporarily assigned to
this position that you see in the book.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: But it's not... is that 73,044? I don't understand.
That's what it says it's budgeted for and...under two, it says reflect correct salary
for employee with return right. So if there is somebody in this position which is
not him, trying not to use names-ALL: ... (Laughter)...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --but you said that--
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: I couldn't hear.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --under Administration he's the Deputy which
he...which is position 139, then why would this Molokai Parks reflect his...his
position...his pay because it's not he who is serving in that position now, is it?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. So the person that is serving in his position...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Could be the guy next, Park Maintenance Supervisor, that is
temporarily assigned to the Parks and Rec.-COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay, okay, okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --District Supervisor.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: That part I understand but, so why would we budget
any money in there, is my question?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: To cover that cost. Good question. Good question.
MS. HORCAJO: I believe that it's budgeted at the higher rate in case the return would
happen. So if another Administration or...comes in and Mr. Helm in this case is
falling back to that particular position, that there would be the money there to
cover that salary. Because as you can see, it's an SR-24 and the step is L,
meaning that he's been with the Department a very long time.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I...I...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: You know the reason why I say this, yeah?
And...and...and...and...and we don't know who's gonna be what or who knows
what. But...but by that time, Mr. Chairman, yeah, July, August, September,
October, November, December... six months would've passed.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: So we should give half of that in there.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Wouldn't...wouldn't that be true?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: That's true.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: If that should occur and he decides that he wanna go
back.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No. That's true, that's true.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: So we should only give six months funding.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: That's all, that's all.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: One...one of the things that I have a problem with is TAs in
regards to...for instance, we...we...we know that the position is there because of
return rights. You have somebody temporarily assigned to that and I don't know
who that person is. And whoever he is, I'm sure somebody else is taking care that
guy's position, it's like a movement up.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I see.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: That...we...we need to get a good handle on 'cause as you
move up temporarily, I'm assuming that the...the wages move up also, so...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: It's something that not as simple as what we think. Yeah,
we...we...we gotta take a look at that.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, that's true. If somebody's in that position also as
a TA, I...is the TA level 54,966?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: That's the, the budgeted number for that particular position at
that time...for this year, Fiscal Year 2010. I don't know if the TA'd person is
receiving that. Maybe the Department can answer that question.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And...and...and all...all we're saying is, be accurate
when you do these calculations.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And...and...
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Or maybe she is accurate, but maybe she forgot that.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And Members, be...be...I just wanna say that we...we have
several positions that are held for incumbents that are presently serving the
Administration and they-COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Right.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --have these return rights. So very good point, though. We
need to be conscious of that, that some of these people will be moving back
through, you know, things happen or changes. So maybe, Director, if you can
answer the question regarding this number here for Fiscal Year 2010.
MS. HORCAJO: I guess my comment on this would be I'm assuming that Countywide
they're handling the position in the same way in terms of these...the amount that
is budgeted. So the amount that's currently budgeted for a position of someone
TA'ing from a lower position would be at the lower level than the other...than the
incumbent for that position. So I believe that throughout our Department, it's
handled consistently. I'm not sure how it's handled everywhere else, but I would
assume it's handled the same.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Let me ask you something because this...this kind of
concerns me just as a human being, yeah. Say the scenario were to play out,
okay? So then he would go and take that position. That guy under...with the TA
would go where? And then...and then what about that position that is filled by
him? Isn't there another TA to fill that guy's position?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: It...it could happen like that.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Right.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And...and Mr. Medeiros has been out in the field. He should
know that. I'm sure...that's what's happening. Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mr. Chairman, maybe I can shed some light or at
least add some information.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, educate me.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Not all positions receive temporary assignment
because unless the person below that position meets the minimum requirements of
the position, he does not necessarily get TA'd to that position. But normally
when you TA from a lower position to a higher position, you would take the entry
level of the higher position. Because in this case, the salary is...reflective of the
L step which is the highest step, which means longevity.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: There's no step after that, I believe, it's...if it's still
the same. Also, the contractual requirements from the labor agreements would
have to apply to these movements.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. And one other thing that I'd like to add is that
whenever a person is...for instance, the Deputy over here, he can go back
anytime, you know. And once he go back, the salary that he had been receiving at
that time should reflect the salary that should be on this sheet. So, you know, it
doesn't matter if it's four years, three years, two years. You're gonna see that
number on the sheet all the time. Okay? Any more questions? Okay, moving on.
Let's see... Lanai. Mr. Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: The only question I have here is whether
or not all of these positions are filled, for one.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Ms. Horcajo.
MS. HORCAJO: I believe that the PR-0218 is in the process of creating a list. I'm not
sure exactly where that position is now, but it is vacant right now. I know there
was some discussion about changing that to the Park Caretaker half-time. I...I
can check on that one specifically.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay, so this may potentially move
to...to become a third Park Caretaker?
MS. HORCAJO: A half-time.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: A half-time. Okay, no other questions on
that.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Pass.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Okay, we'll go to 12-36. This is the B Account.
And we'll go by areas again. Central Maui, Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: ... (Sighs)... I see, you know, couple of kinda
sizeable increases and so I'm...I'm a little concerned. First one is water because I
was under the impression or had been told that we get most of the water for the
parks from artesian...I mean from...wells. Oh, I forgot the term we use, yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Brackish water.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Brackish...brackish wells. Yeah, thank you. So
why the tremendous increase in that particular...and that's on Page 12-36 under
Sub-code 6178. We went from 340,000 to 3...494,000. And if you go back to
2009, it was 441. So I guess the question begs to be asked, why, why did we go
down so far and now we're coming way back past? You know, so if you don't
mind?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Department.
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MS. HORCAJO: I believe as a general rule throughout the County, the Administration
looked at...for water at a 10 percent rate increase from the '09 expenditure and
for electric about an 8 percent increase.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: From the actuals that were shown up on '09.
MS. HORCAJO: From the actuals that showed up in '09. So I think that will be
consistent throughout each of the districts. And even though we're trying to
conserve, we're...we're not quite sure what the rates are going to be in the next
year. But we...we hope that this will...will be enough.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, and I...I guess that would be the...same
premise you would use on 6150, the sewer charges? 'Cause it's going up
from...even if you go back to 0...'09, it's 267,000. Now you're looking at 304.
So you're still using the same 10 percent?
MS. HORCAJO: One of the other things that's happened in the Central area that we
have not accounted for in our B Budget in the past year was we did accept
Waiolani Mauka which is an additional park-COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh.
MS. HORCAJO: --that we didn't get any additional funds for.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh.
MS. HORCAJO: So I can't remember right now how many acres that is, but that is an
additional park that we were never funded for that is causing us an increase in
those services.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And that one has restroom facilities connected too?
MS. HORCAJO: No, it doesn't.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
MS. HORCAJO: It just has irrigation and the sewer.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, you just said there's no restroom. What
would...oh, okay, okay, all right. Water usage-MS. HORCAJO: It's a meter.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --does create sewer charges. Yeah, I understand, I
understand that. Okay. All right, Mr. Chair, I...I think those were the two main
ones that stood out for me. The other one was Maintenance and Repairs Supplies,
but I...I think that one, you know, we can understand that one pretty good. Okay,
thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So how many parks do we irrigate with potable water? The
whole bunch in Central Maui?
MS. HORCAJO: I'd have to get you that listing. I do have it at one time, but I don't see
the figure coming up. Is it about half or...no, I'm asking.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: More than half.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: More than half?
MS. HORCAJO: I don't have that information right now.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. And the other thing...the other question, is there a
program to cons...conservation of water, meaning changing, I guess, valves,
putting in timers to conserve water?
MS. HORCAJO: This is a big effort for our Department 'cause we know we're a large
water user. We did start in 2008 not watering...using the automatic irrigation
systems in the evenings and all of our watering that's done by quick coupler and
by hand in the morning before 9:00 a.m. If you see sprinklers on it should be just
for testing or if there's new seed or something like that. We are trying very hard
to find the water leaks in our irrigation program. I think Keopuolani Park has a
water sensor on it. Now they are on a pump, you know, on a well. But if it does
rain, there is the sensor that will turn off that irrigation. So those kinds of new
technology is something we'd like to implement more.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. How about the fixtures?
MS. HORCAJO: The fixtures themselves, as I said, whenever we can replace, we are
replacing with water reducers. We're also looking at putting those right inside
our meters to our parks so that the water flow is reduced.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Member Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Just to follow up on your comment about
whenever you can, you try to replace it. So when you're looking at this budget
process, are you accommodating the cost for those things so that you know that
you have sufficient funds to do so? Or is this just a as-needed basis? And I just
wanted to qualify your...your comment there.
MS. HORCAJO: Really, this is only funding for replacement as needed due to vandalism
or just wearing out, that kind of thing would be a large effort to put additional
funds in for replacement if the fixture didn't need replacing. So basically we...we
do replace on an as-needed basis unless there are, of course, there's
some...something wrong. Well, if it's leaking or something, then it will be
replaced.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Then to...to come back to
your...your cost for water, then you're at almost half a million dollars there. So
in your...in your comment then, is that not something that you want to spend
some time working at reduction, just based on the fact that you might...change
out those kinds of faucets or low flow so that you can, in fact, change the...the
number that's currently before us?
MS. HORCAJO: We...that is one of our goals. That is something that we are working
on. And putting sub...the...regarding the issue for the sewer charges, we are
trying to implement any metered...where we have irrigation that's metered to
implement a submeter so that we don't get those charges. So it...it is something
we're actively trying to address.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And again, I...I guess the reason
I'm trying to understand this is because if it is your...your goal to increase
efficiency then in these areas that you know are your highest cost for...for water
and utilities for electricity, then you...it would be helpful for me to understand
where in the budget then you're working toward reducing those costs. And
what's...you know, what plan is there for efficiencies? What plan is there for
changing out so that we do see a progression? It's not a hit or miss kind of thing,
if that is your goal. You know, so I'm trying to connect it again. Yeah.
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MS. HORCAJO: Basically we're funded for replacement only. We don't have a...yeah,
an initiative forward at this time.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So that means that you just wait till
something happens then?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: It...it's not like...let me just end. It's not like a program that
you have to conserve water in regards to replacement of fixtures on a yearly basis.
It's...the way I hear it, it's only when we have a repair problem that we...we
change it. I...I don't know if the County...you know, Countywide, has a program
to conserve water. And...I think that's a question that, you know,
Mr. Kaho'ohalahala is requesting of the Department. Do we have a scheduled
program to do such?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And the only reason why I think I'm
asking, and...and, Chair, thank you for that, is because of your goals. You list
them here. And so I'm just asking then in what's reflected in the dollar amount,
then how are you moving it to accomplish this? So that I would like to see that
that the...your proposed amounts for electricity might be further reduced as a
result of your planning and that's what's going to happen in a course of a year if
that is your goal, your objective, your change outs, here's the monies to do that.
And then at the end of that fiscal year you would, in fact, have perhaps indicate on
your perfonnances...perfonnance measures that we have, in fact, attained that
reduction. So...so that's how I'm...I'm trying to...to look at your budget, you
know.
MS. HORCAJO: So the 2012 Budget will hopefully show a reduction if our replacement
continues.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And then at some point then it
would be good for you to indicate what those objectives would be...
MS. HORCAJO: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: ...so that we can...we can match them up
and then we can look at your performances based on those...the goals, objectives
and the...the performance measures there.
MS. HORCAJO: Very good.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Good point. Spend money here to save money
there. Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No, my concern was the same was like Mr. Victorino,
the water increases. And I notice there's also increases for central and south
as...oh, excuse me, for east and south as well. So anyway, hopefully we can
conserve. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Okay, we go to East Maui. Member Molina.
Same thing.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Pass.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Pass.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So again, this is still reflecting an
increase in your water. Then again...that's...is that the only area of increase, the
water? Water use?
MS. HORCAJO: I think, as I stated across the board, we did the...the water and the
electric increases. For east, because they had a...well, I think there's a small
increase in Repair and Maintenance. I think that...what page are we on? In
12-37...
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: ...12-37.
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MS. HORCAJO: ...under 6031, we do have an increase there under Repairs and
Maintenance. Again, that's hoping to address the many facilities. East District,
just to give you an idea runs from Sun Yat Sen Park, Fourth Marine and then all
the way down to Hookipa. So it's quite a large area there so they have many of
the community centers and facilities. So we saw a need to increase that particular
line item. Other than that, it's either flat or decreased.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: Okay. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Ms. Horcajo, I think on 12-38, you may have to check
with Mr. Pablo because I think it's a typo over here.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: Sixty-six.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Sixty-six thousand.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, for telephone service.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That's the one. . . (inaudible). . .those papers, yeah?
Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh. It's. . . (inaudible).. .
MS. HORCAJO: The revised...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I'm sorry.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That's the one they gave us the corrections.
Remember?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: She mentioned the first thing this morning.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good. Okay. Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. We'll go to West Maui. Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho' ohalahala.
...(Cell phone rings)...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: . . . (Laughter).. .
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Hana. Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. Director, under Sub-object
Code 6022, Gasoline, Diesel, Oil, et cetera. When you budget for this sub-object
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code, do you take into account the different costs of gasoline and...diesel in
different districts? Because we were on Molokai and Molokai was like 4.22. We
were on Lanai, it was 4.56. And Hana is $5 or more. So do you budget at the
appropriate kinda price levels for each district or you take...what it costs in
Kahului and figure that into all of your budget for the districts? Because I don't
see how, if they survived...if they going...if they...the actual in '09 was 831 and
you budgeted 850 for 2010, that 850 might survive 2011. So how do you budget
for this category when it varies in costs for different districts?
MS. HORCAJO: We do have to look at what was spent previously and budget from
there. You're right. It is a very modest increase.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MS. HORCAJO: So...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Do you folks...does the Department of Parks and
Recreation have a relationship with Public Works Highways where if you cannot
get fuel--I don't know how you do it. Do...do you get it from the service station
in Hana and... and use a PO or... or something? Or do you get it from Public
Works Highways Baseyard?
MS. HORCAJO: Looking at the amount that's budgeted here, I'm...I'm assuming here,
which may not be correct, that they do have an agreement with Public Works-COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MS. HORCAJO: --in Hana because it doesn't seem like there's enough budgeted for-COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MS. HORCAJO: --for the whole... 'cause they run, as you know, from Keanae to
Kipahulu.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Correct.
MS. HORCAJO: So it is a. . . (inaudible).. .
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS Okay, yeah, it was just a concern that, you know,
the amount which is flat, you would have some...I would have some concerns
about you being able to get enough fuel, you know, to...with that amount of
money. But if you do have a...a relationship with Public Works Highways in
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Hana, then okay. Thank you for that. And then, you have under Services, under
Sub-object Code 6107, Cesspool Pumping. Now do you pay cesspool pumping to
a private contractor? And I know in Hana they changed Helene Hall to septic
tank system. But I think you may still have cesspools. I don't know if you still
do at the community center, the old school?
MS. HORCAJO: I believe that the pumping service that we have is for Tutu's area.
That ...that ...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, is it private pumping?
MS. HORCAJO: It is.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: It is. And...oh, I guess in '09 you...you did about
$1,000, but I know your septic tank system down at Hana Bay, at Helene Hall
requires more frequent pumping just because, I guess, you know, in...in the
leachate field, you know, it's different from a cesspool. So hopefully you have
enough money to cover that. Before Public Works Highways, Makawao used to
pump the Hana cesspools. There's no longer that relationship?
MS. HORCAJO: Not that I know of. I know...I do...we do. . . (inaudible).. .
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And it wasn't at any cost because it was a County
agency doing it. So you may wanna check. See if they still provide cesspool
pumping from the Makawao baseyard and if there's no cost then, you know, we
could save some money there for your Parks...for your Department.
MS. HORCAJO: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And your electricity, you...you have it
budgeted to go down. And that's just to cut some of the items to a lower cost?
And that's on the next page under Utilities, Sub-object Code 6120, Electricity.
MS. HORCAJO: Yes, again, we took the '09 figures-COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MS. HORCAJO: --and gave it an 8 percent shot in the arm for '11.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. If you're good with those figures, we just
don't want our facilities to go dark, you know, at the end of the fiscal year. But,
thank you. Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. South Maui. Member Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yes. Maybe for another day, Mr. Chairman, when
we...when we talk to our much-heralded Energy Specialist.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: ... (Laughter)...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And I think we have three. But, you know, this
electricity concern that I have is something that we want to--I...I...I mean
we've...we've spoken about this many times. But I don't know what they're
doing, yeah. So we need to ask on that question with County facilities, why with
the constant increasing in electricity bill, what have they done? Let me ask you
this. That 238,000, Sub-object Code 6120 under Utilities, is that mainly for the
new Kihei Community Center? Is that where the, most of the electricity goes
along with probably the pool and its cost?
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MS. HORCAJO: That sub-object code is for the whole South Maui area that runs
from... well, Makena through...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, but the...the facility that I see that would suck
this much electricity has-COUNCIL MEMBERS: ... (laughter)...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --to be that area and complex.
MS. HORCAJO: That's...that's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: The pool and community center and adjacent offices.
MS. HORCAJO: It also shows the slight increase for the new lights that'll be going in at
the South Maui Community Park. We have some lighted ball fields going in there
so-COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay.
MS. HORCAJO: --that's another reason for that increase.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Which...which...which...which reminds me because I
think that that was a statement made by an individual testifying how much do you
people monitor your fields when they are not being used. I think it...it might've
been in the Molokai, yeah, Mr. Chairman?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: But that's a question that I have. When it's not being
used, is there someone to shut off the electricity rather than keep it glaring?
MS. HORCAJO: That is a-COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: That could be for War Memorial Stadium too?
MS. HORCAJO: Right. That is a concern. We do have timers on all of our lights. If
you've seen the new tennis courts that have the push button...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah.
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MS. HORCAJO: ...they're a great asset because if no one's using it, then they will
automatically go off.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah.
MS. HORCAJO: Some of the timers, if the electric goes out, the timer gets redone.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. Not...not for you to answer. For our-MS. HORCAJO: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --heralded Energy Specialist, Mr. Chairman. Really,
that's their job. I wanna see what they're doing, you know. And if they're
listening, they ought to think about it. Okay, the other has to be water. This is
substantial. I...I...I would think that it is to do with the expansion of that new
South Maui Park. I'm not sure. But is the water that we are using in South Maui,
how much of it is recycled water?
MS. HORCAJO: Along...along the coastal areas, I know Kalama Park uses that...that
water. So we do have a...some of our parks in South Maui do use it.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: You don't know?
MS. HORCAJO: I don't know the exact number.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. I...I...I'd like to know what...how much
gallons we use. Price...this kind of stuff concerns me, but I wanna know how
much we use to justify that amount of cost, Mr. Chairman, that's rising.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, maybe...you know, the question I asked you about how
many parks utilize potable water?
MS. HORCAJO: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Maybe for the total Maui County. And I think Mr. Nishiki is
heading towards the right direction in regards to...we do have R-1 water that
presently irrigate Kalama Park. We do have that line that fronting that new South
Maui Park, District Park. Is there in the plans for the district park, are we gonna
utilize recycled water to irrigate that particular park?
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MS. HORCAJO: Yes, we are.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, fine.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay, that...that's refreshing to hear. Just because
we've heard the Police station said they're gonna use it and it's not far away from
that line. But you...you couldn't tell me about your usage of water. I know
you've had compliments about the parks looking good and green. Is that due to
more watering?
MS. HORCAJO: It's probably due to the rain right now. ... (chuckles)... But...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: You've got some experts here. Are they being-MS. HORCAJO: We do-COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --told-MS. HORCAJO: Absolutely not. If there's any of the chiefs that you'd like to have
come down-COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Well, I just wanna know specifically-MS. HORCAJO: --that's fine.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --you know, I just kinda wanna hear from kinda the line
people what's...what's occurring there with our watering.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: May...maybe one of your managers there.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: South Maui.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: South Maui. Who does take care your irrigation?
MS. HORCAJO: Floyd. I'm not sure if he has the information with him right now,
though-COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay.
MS. HORCAJO: --regarding the watering, but he can...if...if you'd like to ask him,
that's fine.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No. No, that's all right. That's all right. I just...I'm
just curious, Floyd, the...the...the gallon...the gallon...the volume usage. Has
it...is it going to increase?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, Floyd, if you can come forward?
MS. HORCAJO: And any questions that you'd like to have the Department respond to in
writing, we can get you that information.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, I...I think so. That would be good.
MS. HORCAJO: Okay.
MR. MIYAZONO: Councilmember Wayne Nishiki, could you...could you repeat the
question again?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. Under Water, the actuals for '09 is about
351,539. What you are requesting in... '11 is 394,662. So that amount in...of
increase in revenue equals to how much more water being used? And then I'd
like to know, you know, where?
MR. MIYAZONO: Well, I don't believe I could exactly tell you how much-COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah.
MR. MIYAZONO: --gallons gonna be used.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah.
MR. MIYAZONO: You know, this...this is just an estimation here due to our
development of our South Maui Park...you know, just taking a look at the size of
the park, how many watering, you know, how much water will be needed to keep
the park up, you know, in a safety condition. But this is just...an estimation, you
know, Mr. Nishiki, based on how much water, you know, we'll be using.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. And...and...and let me ask you this. Are you
working with our energy people at all to try to look at how to save, be it water or
electricity or anything? Have they ever come and looked at the facilities or
you... in... in... inquiring about-MR. MIYAZONO: Currently... currently no.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: . . .(inaudible). . . You know, Mr. Miyazono, and I
really wanna...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Nishiki, have Mr. Miyazono answer the question.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay, sorry.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . .(chuckle). .
MR. MIYAZONO: So currently, no, I'm...I have not had any communication with them
lately.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay, thanks, Floyd. And you're not able to tell me
what the difference in amounts here represent in gallonages, volume of water?
MR. MIYAZONO: No, I'm not.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. So you are in charge of South Maui parks?
MR. MIYAZONO: Well, yes. Yes, I am. As part of the Division Chief, yes, it is part of
the South Maui Park. That's one of my responsibilities.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And the...the concern for all the parks now...
MR. MIYAZONO: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: ...in regards to all the fields and things that are being
used?
MR. MIYAZONO: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay, so tell me about the overlapping uses and...and
if there is people being subjected to not being able to use it.
MR. MIYAZONO: There is certainly in the South District, there's certainly not enough
fields. Basically, we've been utilizing some of Kalama Park, the extension...you
know, that there's the Dorvin D. Leis Park, basically. And that is our major
facility that we've been using. We've been accommodating that facility with
soccer, softball, rugby, you know, whatever activity you can think of. But just for
that one park--Pop Warner Football--but just for that one park itself, it's...it's just
too small. It certainly creates a hazardous condition from the standpoint of, you
know, everybody trying to practice on...on one field. Not making everybody
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happy, that's for sure. But I think with the development of this South Maui Park,
it's really gonna make it a little more at least acceptable from the standpoint of
providing enough adequate space for the community users.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And...and have people that are involved with the
organized sports complained to you about the safety of the park?
MR. MIYAZONO: Yes, they have.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. Anyway, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you, Floyd. When...when are we scheduled to
open up any portion of the new park?
MR. MIYAZONO: To...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Do you have any kind of time?
MR. MIYAZONO: To my understanding, it's due to be opened December, January. So
it's within the next...what's that...about eight, nine months or so?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: What's going to open? What kind of field?
MR. MIYAZONO: There is a softball field, a lighted softball field. There's gonna be a
lighted multi-purpose field. It's gonna be used for soccer, Pop Warner. Also
we'll be having two restroom facilities, parkways and some open space, open
grass space.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And that's all for December?
MR. MIYAZONO: Yes, it is. It's a total of 17 acres.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. Anyway, thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your
kindness in distributing money to South Maui, and my fellow Council Members.
I mean-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Took three years.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --you know, it's been an abused area for a while, for a
long time so, you know, I...I...I...I, you know, I mean--Sol, I cannot talk to you
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about Lanai and being treated like second-class citizens but, you know, we're
slowly, you know, for the people that live here we're slowly becoming human
beings, you know. And hopefully-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . .(chuckle). . .
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --we'll be able to-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --feel okay about living here now.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Hopefully the next round of questions that...you'll just say, no.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: ... (Laughter)...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. No, no, no questions at this
time.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: ... (Laughter)...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: I'll pass, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson. Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Pass.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Oh, I think you said it all. Pass.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: ... (Laughter)...
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, just for your information, we still got 100 and maybe 35
acres...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, plenty to work on.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: ...across the highway that I...I think we all know about.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Molokai. Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. ...Again, pretty flat so, no, no questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: Pass.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Pass, punt and kick.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa. ... (chuckles)...
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: You know, normally I don't ask, but this kinda caught
my eye. There's actually a reduction in water. What's going on? ... (laughter)...
On 12-42, 6178, water goes from 50,000 in '09 to 68,7 in '10, and 54,312 in the
new year. For Molokai, that's unusual. Yes.
MS. HORCAJO: Again, it's the 8 percent increase that I explained earlier from the '09
expenses. We did that for water and electrical across the board for every district.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Going down?
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MS. HORCAJO: It is a reduction from the 2010 appropriation.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Uh-huh.
MS. HORCAJO: But it's based on the use from '09.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay, all right. So that...I don't know. It doesn't make
sense, but that's okay. . . . (chuckle).. .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, because we don't have any actuals for '10 yet, I think
you're using '09 as the base.
MS. HORCAJO: That's correct.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Yes. . . .(inaudible). . .
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No? Lanai. Member Kaho'ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: First of all, the...on 12-43 in the Details,
you have the 6023 and it's your gas/diesel line item. So that went to zero. You
wanna explain that?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: They took away the cars? . . . (chuckle).. .
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA:
...(laughter)...

And totally renewable, right?

MS. HORCAJO: Well...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Strictly wind power?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I'm sorry.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Look on Page 12-42. The bottom of the page.
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MS. HORCAJO: Oh, good.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay, so there's another line item then.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, that's an interfund, probably a transfer of some monies.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Got that?
MS. HORCAJO: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Now the other question I have is on these
services on 12-43, under Services we have a refuse collection fee. Can you
explain that?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: ...6134.
MS. HORCAJO: Refuse collection. I'll have to check, but that may be for the...if we
have any dumpsters there. We do have contracts with those, but I'm not sure if
that's where it would show up. But we'll...we can check on that...unless it's our
collection fee for County services.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay, and then on that...just below that
is your Services/Contracts and you moved from a 12,000 to a 300. You wanna
explain that?
MS. HORCAJO: Looking at this...and I'm sorry I don't have the exact answer for you.
I'd look at '09, the expenditure was 255 and it could be that we raised the
appropriation during this period. But it...it looks like we're anticipating a cut
down in that line item to 300.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay, so you don't know what this
current amount is?
MS. HORCAJO: I don't. I can...I think it was based on the '09 expenditure for that
particular need for contract.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Then just some...some
explanation then on what that is, would be helpful.
MS. HORCAJO: Okay.
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COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And then on the...the water amount
which is just below that. You're moving from 5,000 to 900.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: ...6178.
MS. HORCAJO: Right. Is that...again, that was based on the actual from '09.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: The 90 percent again.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay, my confusion is that if that's an
actual based on '09, then you need to explain what the current fiscal year's
amounts are.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I...I don't think she can give you that information, the total as
yet. But on the per month, probably, by looking at the water bills.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah. No, I'm just saying if...if we
knew the '09 and we were going to ask for the appropriations of 5,000, which
must have been based on something, right? But you're saying that you don't
know what the '11 is because it must be based on '09. So somehow we're
missing the current fiscal year in...in terms of what justified these...these
appropriations for these amounts. And...and if you can just explain that is...is
what I'm...I'm asking for, what the difference is there. And then just a...just a
basic question, you know, for most of the water uses and then the sewer charges,
yeah, that's based on our...our current rates?
MS. HORCAJO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So the formula for all of them would be
based on the current rates? You know when you look-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Let...let me stop you from there, okay?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Does the Department know if there are gonna be an increase,
sewer rates and water rates? The water rates go hand in hand with the sewer
rates.
MS. HORCAJO: We have not been told what the upcoming rate charges will be.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
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COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay, so when we looked at...when we
look at our priors then and I look at the water rate and then I look back at the
sewer charge, and these are the actuals for '09, then would it stand to reason that
they should be related based on the formulas and the rates?
MS. HORCAJO: It stands to reason that they would be.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay, and if they're not?
MS. HORCAJO: Then we'll have to review that calculation and see what's...what's the
concern there.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. I...I just wanna make because
there's some standard things, right, like...you know, depending on how much
water you use and that's how you multiply out for the sewer and stuff. So that...I
just wanted to make sure that those amounts are consistent from one program area
to another program area. And in this case, I...I'm trying to compare looking
across the different program sites and to see whether or not that's consistent in
terms of those two items, water and... and sewer.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, Members.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. That's all the questions I have,
Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: But-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: --we'll...we'll get some clarification on
those?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, yeah. Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: My only question is just on the skate park
management. And who is currently managing it?
MS. HORCAJO: The skate park.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: The skate park.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yep.
MR. MIYAZONO: As...as you'll notice the...the request is same for next fiscal year,
$127,800. Right now we have a current contract. We're working with
Andrew Beerer...Andrew Beerer and his company. And basically we've been
providing services. If I'm not mistaken, the contract...approximately $50,000,
but that's to provide services throughout the County of Maui. We've had skate
park events in Hana, Lanai, Molokai, East Maui, West Maui, South Maui. So the
programs are very popular. In fact, they've done...they've been doing a great job.
They bring in, I think just in Hana alone, we had about in excess of 300 people
there.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: So that's for the event skate park management?
MR. MIYAZONO: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Not for the actual management of their skate park?
MR. MIYAZONO: Well, actually from this as well we could get funding for the actual
maintenance equipment as well.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And that's only on Lanai, though, right?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA:: No.
MR. MIYAZONO: No, no.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: That's County...Countywide.
MR. MIYAZONO: I think you're making reference to-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, it's the very last item on 12-43.
MR. MIYAZONO: It's for the whole division.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Lanai. . .(inaudible). . .
MR. MIYAZONO: Yeah. So it's for all of the districts.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, okay. And that... so that covers skate park
management throughout the whole County?
MR. MIYAZONO: That is correct.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, all right. That makes me feel a little better
because I'm hoping that the West Maui facility at some point in time, is that
slated to be opened?
MR. MIYAZONO: I'm not really certain of that. Maybe...is that maybe a CIP...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. . . .(inaudible). . .
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah. No, I know that's CIP but, you know, I'm
looking at personnel now or skate park management and if that includes or does
not include West Maui site at any point in time.
MR. MIYAZONO: For this funding, it doesn't include that-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Oh, it doesn't.
MR. MIYAZONO: --at this point in time.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Members, I know I skipped you guys on the Lanai, yeah, the
rest of you.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Kaho'ohalahala. You guys got any questions for Lanai on
the B Account?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. Not...not on that, but I don't know if you
intentionally...it was bypassed, but two items on...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes, I...I did bypass.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, you bypassed those. Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I'm...I'm looking at the time. I wanna get done.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, 12-45. The riding mower, 15,500. This is a...and
also...we're asking for one of 'em, three of `em.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: One.
MR. MIYAZONO: Just one.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, one.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: One.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, I'm sorry. One. And this is the question that I had, you
know, 14,5 compared to 15,5 in regards to the replacement...12-45.
MR. MIYAZONO: The mower is...is planned to be...to replace the mower that is
approximately 12 years old. In the last three years we had enough repair that
actually exceeded the actual cost of the mower, over $6,000. So we are
requesting for a 54-inch cutting deck mower. So it's something that, you know,
in...in the parks we have all different type of...types of mowers, but in this case,
in this particular case, this 54-inch would work...work really well to...from the
operation standpoint.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. So the 14,5 is a smaller...smaller mower?
MR. MIYAZONO: Yes, the 54-inch is certainly a smaller mower as compared to the
larger ones we also have.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Okay, Members, we'll go into the Pals Program,
Page 12-46. Member Victorino, questions?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And we're looking at the revision that they gave
us, yeah?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. No, pretty...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And then, Members, if you can make your answer just to a
question.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chair would appreciate that.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you. No, I...I really don't have questions.
And I think Ms. Tamara...Ms. Horcajo, I should say, you know, explained earlier
what the furloughs and all the differences meant, so I'm comfortable. Thank you,
Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Not on...on this positions. So I'll pass
on this.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Member-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --Johnson. Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. We'll go to the B account. Mr. Victorino, questions?
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho' ohalahala, 12-47.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: You know the...again, because our
particular program is facilitated and it's held inside of our...our rec center. So I
just wanna know where the appropriate time for the question about the...the rec
center itself because it...it houses the program, but there's some issues I have
with the facility. So...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Kinda related to Capital Improvements? Probably. Maybe at
that time.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Should we push it to that then?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. There's...okay, we go Page 12-48. Aquatics,
A Account. Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: We're on 12-48?
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah...12... starting from 12-48.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Starting from 12-48, yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Most of the questions probably end on 12-49.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: This is the one question, you know, and again
because we're running real late, I don't know if we going get...really wanna get
into it but I'm concerned, will we get the funding from the State? I guess that's
my question, Chair. I mean, I see, you know what? It all amounts to that and I'm
just so afraid the way they keep cutting back, would this be one of the areas they
may cut back on? I don't know, I'm asking, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. That's a good question. What is the status of
the Makena Lifeguard Services funded by the State? Will they continue to fund
the program? And how does the County receive the funds from the State to run
the program?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you.
MS. HORCAJO: Okay. Would you like me to-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, please.
MS. HORCAJO: --address that now? That's under the Grant Section.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, it is under the Grant Section.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. We'll skip that.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So we'll wait till that.
MS. HORCAJO: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I can wait.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Member Nishiki.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay, just a real quick question about the
salary adjustments again, and this would be reflective of the furlough amounts.
But in this case, you're not taking a reduction?
MS. HORCAJO: For our PALS Program, we only have three civil service positions.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay.
MS. HORCAJO: The other positions are seasonal and do not reflect the furlough.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay, I'm on 12-49.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Ocean Safety Officers.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Is that...is that where we're at?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Twelve...on 12-49.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: ...12-49 is State of Hawaii Makena Lifeguards.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: I'm just trying to ask the question about
the...I...throughout the day I've been looking at all the...the salary adjustments
based on your furlough and then I'm trying to find consistency throughout. But
here's one where that you're just doing the straight four...4.6 percent versus your
two-thirds of 4.6 percent?
MS. HORCAJO: Yes, that figure is calculated by Budget Office and I...so if this one is
exactly the 4.6 percent, it's based on these positions. As you'll notice, they are all
limited-term appointment positions.
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COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So we're still doing the...the furlough
amounts, though?
MS. HORCAJO: Yes, we are. Every employee in our Department is under the furlough.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. You know, I...I do my own
calculations right here and I'm not saying that...that it's all correct, but in terms
of the percentages given to us, it seems to be changing depending on...and
that's...that's where I'm...I'm trying to find where those differences are. So...so
the question is, this is now based on just that straight percentage of...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I...I think what the Budget Director had said...the seven days a
week coverage is two-thirds off that 4 point whatever it is.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah, but this...this one doesn't reflect
a...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: What's that?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. I realize we started out with the
two-thirds of the 4.6 percent and I've been using that. But in this case, this is a
straight 4.6. There's no reduction here. So...so when it changes...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: According to our coverage.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah. So when it changes, unless you
actually run the...the numbers yourselves, we...we don't know that. But I have
been running some of those simple numbers and I'm just pointing out the...the
changes so that's all I wanted to ask. So we're back to normal 4.6 on this one?
We don't know? Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: My suspicion is that because it's reflecting State,
what the State is doing, that's what they're doing here. That...that's just my
suspicion because the State has already pretty much made their call of what
they're doing currently, so that's my assumption.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah. And my...my only point, Chair, is
that when it changes and there is those kinds of things, that it should be noted for
us to know and understand the differences in amounts, yeah?
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Any more questions on the Safety... State of Hawaii?
No? Okay, we'll go to the Grant Revenues, Page 12-50. National Park Service
Land and Water Conservation, $450,000. Ms. Horcajo, if you can explain that
one?
MS. HORCAJO: Thank you. I...I would like to...to note that there is a duplication here
on this page.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh.
MS. HORCAJO: That the National Park Service Land and Water Conservation of
$450,000 request for that budget item is the same as the West Maui Skate Park.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh.
MS. HORCAJO: That particular grant is for that West Maui Skate Park. And it was a
duplication there. I think that enough information on the difficulty we are
currently having with getting this conversion done, but we are anticipating a
successful...conclusion to this grant request. If you have any specific questions, I
can answer them, but basically this $450,000 will be an addition to the money
appropriated from the County and we'll have a nice skate park built when this is
cleared.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, this is all the monies that will be required to construct
the skate park then? Ms. Horcajo.
MS. HORCAJO: That's correct.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, good. Questions? Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, do we have any better timeline, Tamara,
on...on when this is going to happen? I know this has been dragging for a long,
long, long while.
MS. HORCAJO: Yes. We have just completed the appraisals on that conversion
property for...on Front Street, sent them in. Our CIP Coordinator has been
working very hard. I'd like to say it would've been done a couple months ago,
but we're still in the process and getting assistance where we can from the
National Parks Service.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: You think construction would start then once we
receive the money? Has the SMA and all the other stuff been completed... if there
is any?
MS. HORCAJO: I don't believe it has.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. So we're looking at 2011?
MS. HORCAJO: That...that might be possible. Actually when CIP...that might be a
question that you could ask-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay.
MS. HORCAJO: --Pat when he comes up here.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, all right.
MS. HORCAJO: The other private donations of 5,250,000 is an avenue that if we
receive the funds, we have already come to Council for those. If you remember,
that 5 million was one of the conditions of Honua'ula and we're not sure where
that stands, but if indeed we do get that appropriation, we'll have a place for it to
run through. Is there any other questions on that? On the next page we have
Economic Impact Initiative grants. These are from the USDA. There's two
grants in total for this appropriation of $157,000 which include a playground at
One Alii Park as well as the master plan for Mitchell Pauole which was discussed
earlier today. The other request for $100,000 is being requested for recreation
programs. If we get small grants for specific recreation programs or donations,
this now gives us a place to house them. This year we had a small grant for $500
for an archery program that we decide...we didn't have time to actually come to
Council. So we...we've decided to put in a line item here to catch any small
kinds of donations or grants that we may get per program. Any other questions on
those?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Let's see. I got a question regarding those Ocean Safety
Officers.
MS. HORCAJO: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: If you can provide us that information what Member Victorino
had requested in regards to the status of the lifeguards and the continuing of the
funding and how does the County receive those funds.
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MS. HORCAJO: Okay. Would you like a short response now-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes, please.
MS. HORCAJO: --and be able to hopefully answer any questions? We did get a
two-year grant for services at Makena which has greatly benefitted the
community as I'm sure you know. Those positions, there's 10.5 Lifeguard
positions. They are all hired as limited-term appointments. We have applied for
the funding...from the State for this period. We have been verbally told that our
request is a priority. We have not yet received confirmation of these funds.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So real quick...real quick question and I know it's
late. Is there any plan if this money does not come or we get only half or
whatever, is there a plan to...to try to rectify it? 'Cause that means we get stuck
with another bill, right?
MS. HORCAJO: To continue the service?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yes.
MS. HORCAJO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, and what is a life worth? I know,
we've...we've...we've been hearing it all over. So, I don't want to get into that,
but again just so the public understands, this is a limited two-year contract but not
guaranteed for this year as far as funding is concerned?
MS. HORCAJO: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, thank you very much.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Okay, Members, if you can turn to Page 12-53
which is the Waiehu Golf Course program. ...And, Ms. Horcajo, if you can
introduce the person that's coming down here.
MS. HORCAJO: Lance Tokushima is on TA for...as the Chief of Maintenance
Superintendent with us today, and his responsibilities include the golf course. If
there isn't a question that Zach or myself can answer, he's here for you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Members, we can start off with Page 12-54,
the A Account. Mr. Victorino.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. No, no questions on the A Account. My
question's on the B Account.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Kaho'ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I'm gonna put my questions in writing on the
provisos 'cause I don't have 'em right in front of me.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Well, we're almost done. ... (chuckles)...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, B Account. Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. I...I guess the...the quick question would
be on Page 12-55, Agricultural Supplies. Am I correct, is this the effort to...as we
shut down various holes to do repairs and resod and...and...and improve our golf
course, is that why the 20,000 increase?
MS. HORCAJO: Should we just say yes or you're gonna...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: You might as well say yes or no, yes.
...(chuckles)...
MS. HORCAJO: It is a yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MS. HORCAJO: We...we are anticipating, and with the rising cost in fertilizer, too, is a
problem.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. And already you've answered the question
in the past about electricity, and I'm...I'm curious on the...and the water. So,
you know, you've given your rationale on both, so I have no questions in that
area. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. Director Horcajo, I just
wanted some clarification information on Sub-object Code 6370, Retirement
System Charges. I haven't come across that in other departments. What...what is
that?
MS. HORCAJO: It's my understanding that these charges are because it's...it's special
fund, and that they are afforded to this program because it's its own--what do you
call that?--enterprise fund.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh, I see.
MS. HORCAJO: And that's why it has these charges.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So the Department contributes to a retirement
system of the employees that...come under this fund?
MS. HORCAJO: That is correct. And they are responsible because of this fund to
support their entitle...their entire program.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And so these employees get the benefit of
this retirement system. So do they also get the benefit of the regular County
retirement system?
MS. HORCAJO: Yes, they are regular civil service employees.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So they...they get two retirement systems?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No.
MS. HORCAJO: No.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Let her answer, please.
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MR. YOUNG: Mr. Medeiros, this...because the Golf Course is a special fund or an
enterprise fund-COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right, right.
MR. YOUNG: --the employees in that...that they come under this fund, they must...this
program, this fund contributes to the State Employee Retirement System for those
employees. So-COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right, ERS.
MR. YOUNG: --the total cost for all County employees in the retirement system is in the
Countywide expense.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Uh-huh.
MR. YOUNG: This line here is the reimbursement to the Countywide, a fund, account
for those employees in this special fund, the Golf Course. So this amount is the
amount for the Employee Retirement System only for those employees in the Golf
Course. But it's only...everybody in the County system is only one...is under
one Employee Retirement System-COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. YOUNG: --that being the State's.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you for that explanation, Director.
Okay, thank you, Department. Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Young, when you look at Page 12-56 would
this be the same for these areas here?
MR. YOUNG: Right. So, Mr. Chair, everything from...like on 12-55, the contribution
for the ERS in the Golf fund, that includes the reimbursement for FICA, or Social
Security, the...Retirement System, and then the overhead of the administrative
cost and then their portion of debt service as well as their portion of the OPEB
contribution. All of those are expenses in the Countywide budget.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Uh-huh.
MR. YOUNG: And these are the line items that reimburse their appropriate portion from
the Golf fund to the Countywide Fund.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Kaho'ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Pass.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Just one quick question. I'm sorry I'm going backwards,
but the gentleman here was introduced as a temporary assignment. Now
do...have we had a change in management?
MS. HORCAJO: Yes, I believe I mentioned it initially 'cause you saw the retirement of
a long-time employee, 38 years with our Department. And we have a new
Superintendent who is just gonna be beginning later this month.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you.
MS. HORCAJO: And so Lance is...in-between.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Wonderful. I must've missed your announcement. And
congratulations to the new guy. Good luck.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Okay, Members, going to...on Page 12-57,
Fairware...Fairway Aerator, replace 10-year-old equipment.
Members...Member Victorino, you got questions?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Pass.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No, thanks.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So in this case here, replacing that piece of equipment, is it
because of the...it's ten years old or...or it's becoming such a pain to repair that
we need to replace?
MR. TOKUSHIMA: Mr. Chairman, yes, the...we...we're replacing...one that's in
disrepair and also because of the problem that we're having with the goosegrass
situation. The goosegrass is prone to wanna grow on compacted ground and so
this is our way of trying to alleviate that problem.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Only one final question regarding the electricity. In
regards to the electrical costs at the pro shop and the restaurant, we take care those
costs or the vendors take care that cost?
MS. HORCAJO: In the contract agreements with both the pro shop as well as the
restaurant, they do have submeters on a portion of their electrical services.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So they pay their own?
MS. HORCAJO: That's correct.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Members, if you have any questions
regarding Parks and Recreation as well as the Golf Fund, if you can provide that
information to the Chairman, we'll get that answers for you from the Department
and the Budget Director. I get one more area to...complete, you know. Before I
do that, I...I'm gonna call a short recess. . . . (gavel). . .
RECESS:
RECONVENE:

3:16p.m.
3:17 p.m.

CHAIR PONTANILLA: . . .(gavel). . . Budget and Finance Committee is now
reconvened. Members, if you can turn to Page...in the Program Budget, 23-4.
First project is Pa'ani Mai Park Improvements. ...And the description is a master
plan has been developed for the expansion of the park from one acre to three
acres. Hana Ranch will be turning over additional property to the County. The
master plan for the park includes the construction of an access road from the
adjacent subdivision, a parking lot, landscaping, a pavilion/restroom, a
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playground, and a skate park. Land entitlement approvals for Change in Zoning,
Community Plan Amendment, District Boundary Amendment and Special
Management Area permits have been obtained. The initial phase will be the
construction of the skate park as part of the community building...oh, build
project. Application for CDBG funds is in...is being processed. As you know,
Members, CDBG funds was not awarded for this particular project for Fiscal Year
2011. So, Ms. Horcajo, if you can expand on this one here and how we're gonna
construct this park in 2011?
MR. MATSUI: Chairman, yeah, the 500 appropriation was in anticipation of us
receiving the CDG...CDBG funds and as you know, we did not get it. So
actually there's no appropriation for the 2011 Fiscal Year. We do have some
funds left from this current fiscal year and we're looking at 100,000 and...and
we're...met with the community and...and we're looking at doing a community
build and phasing it.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Utilizing 2010 monies?
MR. MATSUI: That's correct.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. Yes, you know, and I was
in that meeting with the community with the Parks Department with their
Planning Division, Mr. Matsui and others. And the community is excited and
encouraged to move this project on by looking for donations to, you know, kinda
help this project along. I'd like to ask the Department that...to explain the
entitlements, that we have all the entitlements necessary to move the project
along?
MR. MATSUI: That's correct. We did go through the SMA process and also District
Boundary Amendments, so the entitlements are in place. We're just about getting
subdivision approvals so then we can get the land turned over to us by Hana
Ranch.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Correct.
MR. MATSUI: And...and that was with the assistant...I think the Council just passed a
new ordinance exempting Parks' properties from subdivision requirements.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
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MR. MATSUI: So...so that has helped us speed it along.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS:
Okay, thank you for that information
and...explanation. So, Mr. Chairman, yeah, as far as the Hana community and
myself and the Parks, we are working hard to continue this project with whatever
funds we can secure. And it looks like, you know, we...we have the support of
the sub...the community on this. So thank you, Parks Department, once again for
that help. We are trying to secure the property from Hana Ranch so that--but
there are survey... several options that we can start it according to our meeting.
So thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Just a general question about all of the park projects.
Did we get--and perhaps Staff can tell me--if we got the park assessment for each
particular district?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes, we did.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: We got it?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: 'Kay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: March 29.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. I'll take a look.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Maybe you can loan some money to-COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah, thank you. . . .(chuckle). . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --to Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: ... (Laughter)...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino, question?
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I...I think was 5 5 million West Side had and the
rest of us had nothing so-COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right. . . . (chuckle).. .
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --never mind. No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Next project is War Memorial Football
Stadium Improvements.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Reference page?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Sony, 25...26-7.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Description. Design is in progress for upgrading and
replacement of the football field lighting system, including rust removal and
painting of the existing light poles. Upon in...inspection of the light fixtures, it
was...determined that the brackets and cages supporting the lights on the poles
had severely rusted through and needed replacement. The existing lighting
system was installed at least 16 years ago. The new system would include
increased shielding, more energy efficient lighting and coverage, and a new
switching system to allow for reduced light levels and electrical power
consumption for track events, other types of special events and early morning
joggers. Also included is the repair and replacement of the west bleacher section.
The existing west bleacher was built almost 40 years ago and is constructed of
wooden planks with metal brackets on a concrete deck. The concrete deck and
stairs are in dire need of refurbishment and the wooden benches need to be
replaced. The benches will be replaced with aluminum bleacher similar to the
east side bleachers. Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you. And...and, you know, this...this is
another one of those real important upgrades or I...I wouldn't even say upgrades,
really a replacement because the stadium is so heavily used for so many events
throughout this...this...this County. And not only athletic, but concerts and other
things if I'm correct in saying that. So, no, I have really no questions and just
hopefully we can somehow get this money together to make that because I'm
afraid the danger is getting very close that... (sighs)...with the strong winds,
possibly one of those poles may fall. And I sure don't wanna be around when that
happens. So this is something that really needs to be done, Mr. Chair. And so
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I'm hoping that somehow we don't forget it and get it done, and not be cut
somewhere along the line.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. I just...a few comments on
this for the Department. In your program to replace the needed hardware and so
forth of the project, have you considered using stainless steel? Because it's so
exposed to the salt air right there. And I've worked with stainless steel for a long
time in different projects and it may be more costly initially but the cost benefits
in the long term are really good especially for areas like that. In...when I worked
with Public Works and we did a replacement of a chain link fence along the
ocean, we went to a different material from normally used. And it's still standing,
you know, there after we put it up a long time ago. So I...I would say, yeah,
initially the...the cost kinda makes you step back. But if you really do a...cost
analysis and a cost benefit, you'll see that, you know, changing brackets under the
bleachers or brackets holding the lights in stainless steel and stainless steel bolts
and screws. You cannot put stainless steel plates and use some other kind of
material because it...it'll react chemically. So consider that in...in your projects.
Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Kaho'ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah, I just wanted to kinda relate this to
earlier discussions that when we looked at the different Recreation and Support
Services programs. And then I'm looking at the Central Maui area. Is this where
this would be located?
MR. MATSUI: Yes, it is.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. So then the cost for your
electricity is anticipated to be $546,000, so that's a half a million dollars just for
electricity. Is it coming from this particular area in part?
MS. HORCAJO: In part.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah. And then you have some of the
other structures and buildings here. So I like what you said about more energy
efficiency lighting here. So at the cost of $2 2 million then at this point in time
that's...that's anticipated, their design is actually going to help to...to put in place
then, I guess, energy efficiencies so that we can...we can make some
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understanding of what is being proposed, what we actually are doing currently,
and what some of the anticipated savings might be over time in terms of-MR. MATSUI: Yes. Yeah, right now we're...we're negotiating with a consultant and
we're looking at all of those items. One of the things is...again that new
efficiencies and the...the lighting that we've been getting, the sports lighting, has
gotten better. We're getting more...like almost double the...the output versus the
wattage. And...and that's 'cause their...their lighting design, the bulbs are
designed better. And right now we're also looking at the poles, the football
stadium poles. You know, we...we might just trash it completely. We're having
a consultant look at it structurally. And in...in the long run it might be better to
just knock it down and put up new poles. With the new technologies, the height
of the pole and the locations of the pole is...is real critical, too. So, you know,
we're looking at that whole...whole kind of issues that we need to address before
we go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And then part of...part of-MR. MATSUI: Cost-wise we're looking at, like, a million dollars, little bit more. So it's
kinda split between the bleachers and the...the 2 million is split between the
bleachers and the...and the light poles.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And so the design will include
renewables then?
MR. MATSUI: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. What is the timeline for the project and will it
in...interfere with any MIL or any sporting events?
MR. MATSUI: Well, that...that's one of the challenges. You know, we have to look for
a window and... and then schedule it accordingly. You know, I...I think it's too
late for this football season, but would...would have to be after this football
season.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And, Chair, the good news is--if I may--when it
comes to the MIL, there are a number of stadiums now, football stadiums, both in
King Kekaulike, Kamehameha and also in West Maui--but which has to be a day
one because they haven't gotten lights yet, but they're working on that--that are
available. So there are things now that we can if we need to, Mr. Chair, you
know, switch around and it be inconvenient, yes. But at this point in time, it's not
like there is nowhere else to play on this island. So that's the good news in this
sense if we have to, yeah?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, thank you. Okay. Next project, War Memorial Little
League Rest...Restrooms Cesspool Conversion. Page 26-8.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Next page.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: The description and justification. The Department is required
to comply with a mandate by the EPA to remove large capacity cesspools for all
Park...Parks facilities. This was done for all County Park facilities from prior
year appropriations. The cesspool for the Little League Field restroom was
recently added to this list. The EPA has emphasized that the project should be
completed in Fiscal Year 2011. The project involves design and construction of a
connection to an existing sewer line along Kanaloa Avenue. Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No. It's something that needs to be done and I
concur. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. Parks Department, so
cesspool conversion, meaning you're going to a septic tank system? Or you're
connecting directly...
MR. MATSUI: Yeah, instead of the septic system we're...we'll connect to the existing
sewer line.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. So, so just going, you're taking out the
cesspools and connecting directly to the sewer lines?
MR. MATSUI: Yes, correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, thank you, Department. Mahalo,
Mr. Chairman.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Kaho'ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Next project, 26-9, War Memorial Park Office
Building and Gym. Description and justification. The existing roof of the
Administration and Planning and Development offices are leaking in numerous
areas. The existing roof is a flat pitch and gravel system that was constructed
almost 20 years ago for the County Driver Relicening...or Licensing Division. It
was...designed and constructed as an add-on to the flat roof system for what was
at the time storage rooms. The roof has been patched and over laid several times.
After an analysis of the roof system, a consultant was retained to design a new
roof for the Parks office. This is a priority project as...as mold problem will
reoccur for the existing offices and will become a health problem for occupants.
The past rains also caused flooding from back of the gymnasium onto the gym
floor and recreation offices. The gym floor has been repaired and repainted. A
design for a drainage system was completed several years ago. The appropriation
would fund construction for this project. Design for refurbishing the locker
rooms, shower and dress...dressing rooms at the gym have also been initiated.
The entire plumbing system is in need of replacement. Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you. And...and again, question I have, real
quick, how long is this...this...this plumbing system for that, is that still the
original plumbing system that was installed in the War Memorial Gym?
MR. MATSUI: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So that's, what, 60 years...60, so about 40 years.
Okay.
MR. MATSUI: Fifty.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And...and secondly, the draining...drainage that
we're talking about is because of that flat surface in the back when the water runs
down from above and compiles in that area, that's when it all floods into your
guys' offices. Is that right?
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MR. MATSUI: Yeah...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And backs up into the stadium...I mean into the
gym itself, yeah?
MR. MATSUI: Yeah, that's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, okay. No, this is long. . .(inaudible). „one
of those needed, really badly needed things. So thank you. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Bill...Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. Just a question and few
comments. So seems like, you know, my experience with the flat roofs has been
if it rains hard enough somehow after years, it finds leaks. Is there any
consideration to build gable roof in that area so we do away with that?
MR. MATSUI: That's what we're looking at, a pitched roof.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. MATSUI: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, that...that...that would be good. I think we
save some money on that. And then the plumbing, is...is it the old plumbing, the
material that would have to be removed completely to put in the new plumbing?
MR. MATSUI: Yeah, the plumbing is...is not just the exterior fixtures but, you know,
what's-COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. MATSUI: --runs in the walls-COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. MATSUI: --and runs in the back.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right. So...
MR. MATSUI: And the gym is like 50 years old.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Wow, wow. So...so what kind of plumbing
materials exists right now? And you're talking just to transfer the water and stuff
or you're talking about the sewer plumbing also?
MR. MATSUI: Basically we're looking at the water system.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh, okay.
MR. MATSUI: There's also ADA requirements.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh. Okay, thank you, Department. Mahalo,
Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Kaho'ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: Yeah, no other...comments/questions,
except that since we're...we are looking at these projects here, I...I think that we
would be best to try and include as much efficiencies as we can, because again
your electricity use. If you're gonna fix surfaces that are roofs that could be
potential locations for renewable energies to bring in power in to you, then I
would say don't just look at the puka on the roof, but look at how you're going to
fix the puka. And...and consider installing some renewables in your design and
then...and if it's gonna cost a little bit more, I would say that that would be
justified in terms of you trying to cut back on your...your current utilities for your
electricity and...and water. So that's just my suggestion since you're gonna start
at this point, you might as well look at it for the long term with that renewable in
mind.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Lahaina Recreation Center...Basketball
Court Improvements. Description and justification.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Page?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: The project involves-COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Page, Chair?
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: ...28-6. Description and justification. The project involves the
replacement of existing concrete surface... surface and fencing. The basketball
court surface is cracked and in need of replacement. Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No, no. I already know what's gonna be done.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Member John...,Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, no. Thank you. I...I got...I know.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Wahikuli Beach Park Improvements, description
and justification, Page 28-7. Construction of pedestrian pathway through beach
park. Construction work will be...coordinated with the...Wastewater Division
Lahaina Force Main Number 3 Replacement project. Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And this is just a walkway that is part of the eventual
walkway that will go all along the west side. Is this the continuation of it?
MR. MATSUI: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, all right.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, no questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: No questions.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Page 29-3, Old Lahain..., Old Lanai Gym
Renovation. Description and justification. The project involves the...repainting
of the exterior of the gym and repainting on the gym floor. The project is
required to maintain the life of the facility. Member Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: I would totally support this. But this is
construction, so your work will begin in this next...fiscal year?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
MR. MATSUI: Yes, we...we would have to put out plans and specs and bid it out. But,
yeah, we're...we're looking probably end of this calendar year.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Any issues with getting that done in a
timely manner?
MR. MATSUI: No issues, no.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: The underlying land, is that ours?
MR. MATSUI: Yes, this is County land.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: This is County property. Okay. Okay,
no other questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: The question that you had earlier, is...is it. . . (inaudible).. .
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: It is actually for the...the rec center.
Yeah, is it not reflected in here?
MR. MATSUI: No, it's not. I can give you an update. You know, we finally got some
movement from Lanai Company. They did approve the kitchen renovations
that...that we're doing and...and we've set a new window for August to
November of this year. We're still trying to get building permits. You know,
there's a sewer line easement that we have to deal with so...
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And that's not been resolved?
MR. MATSUI: No, but, you know, now we have the go-ahead from Lanai Company that
they're willing to, you know, give us the easements and...and then we can move
ahead. We have a...a surveyor went in to do some surveying, plotting of where
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the easement will be. So we're...we're moving along. For a while they were
kinda stuck but...but we're starting to move.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah, it...it's already been delayed for
how long now?
MR. MATSUI: Well, we had look at closing it in January of this year and...and this was,
I think, we awarded a contract almost a year before that. So, you know, we're
pretty behind schedule. It's been frustrating for us, too.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah, and then my only other comments,
Chair, was that the...that particular facility also, aside from the...the needed
renovations, serves for our PALS Program. And I am very concerned because of
the fact that there are rodents in the building and where the kids have food that's
being prepared and laid out, that the...there are rodent trails and holes in the wall
that come right down into the...the same kitchen area of the...of that facility. So
I...I don't think anyone would accept that as the kind of place that they want their
children to be cared for in a...a County program, in a County facility. And I felt
that that was...important for us to make sure that we take care of those kinds of
issues because they now pose other-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: --potential health-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Health issues.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: --kinds of hazards for little children.
And I don't think anyone else in Maui County would find that acceptable to allow
children to be housed in a...in a facility that is rat infested. So that's why I think
this...this kind of work that should have been done sometime ago and it's now
been delayed for several reasons so, but some beyond the County's control. But
I...I'm try to push that ahead, but not leave this kind of...there for an...an added
amount of time where kids are still involved. And the community uses that same
facility. All of their food is prepared in this one kitchen, small kitchen area. And
I have been asking about rodent and vector control for that building for some
time. And while traps are being laid, I don't know that the...that the rodents
themselves are...have been caught. I asked the guy, how you know? He says,
well, we've had lots of traps. But when you...you still have droppings that are
evident there in the building, it speaks to whether or not....a vector control has
been effective. And so that is an ongoing concern. But I...I hope that we don't
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have to delay this much longer for the safety of the children as well as the
residents of Lanai, yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Johnson, questions?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So, Pat, on this particular project here, the resolution with
Lanai Land Company is already pau?
MR. MATSUI: Yes. We've got movement on their part.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, so as far as the priority now, it...it's on us?
MR. MATSUI: That's correct.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. Next project is the ...Page 31-8,
Countywide Parks ADA Improvements. Member Victorino. Page 31-8.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: ...31-8, yeah, thank you, Chair. I guess the
question I...the only question I have, real quick, is this amount that's appropriated
by bonding, right, this half a million dollars?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Cash.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Cash? Oh, B is cash. I'm sorry.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, no. B, bond, bond.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Bond, yeah? Okay, thank you. I guess I'm
concerned, and it's not a big deal, as concerned about the bonding because, you
know, we were told that, you know, we may be converting some items that are
cash into bonds and all that, how the debt. But I...I...I just hope we continue
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working very hard because these are things that need to be done. This is very
important. So thank you, Mr. Chair. That's all I have to say about that.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah, this doesn't include Lanai, yeah?
MR. MATSUI: No, it doesn't.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: Okay. Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. The last of the CIP is 31-9, Countywide Park Facilities.
Description and justification. Renovation and facility expansion projects are
anticipated to...to park facilities countywide to accommodate growth, to improve
security for the facility...of the facility, or to enhance the safety of employees and
the public. The project being considered include renovations to restrooms,
community centers, and other park facilities. Replacement of fencing and gates. I
get one fast question for the .. .(clears throat)...Department. In regards to the
Maui Raceway Park, I understand that the Fire Department, Police Department,
and the Public Works Department utilize the raceway, I guess, the track for
training, as a training facility, and it's in dire need of repair. This is one area that
the Chairman is looking at in regards to the safety of our employees when they do
the training, to add some dollars for repaving of that raceway track. Any
comments to that?
MR. MATSUI: We're gonna need more money.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: ... (Laughter)...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, I understand that, I understand that. . . .(inaudible). . . I
understand all that. But it's basically the safety of...
MS. HORCAJO: We can look at...some quotes for the amount of...for...I understand
it's...it's the quarter mile area as well as the training area.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
MS. HORCAJO: So I know that asphalt is expensive, but we can get some dollar
amounts for that if you'd like.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, okay. And if you can work with Public Works trying to
get that number.
MR. MATSUI: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Oh, the...the only question I had had for that,
Mr. Chair, and...and...and I agree with you. But would that...would that be
something as a cost-sharing between all these various departments because
they're the utilization? Or does the Parks have to pick this up? I mean it's still
the same money. Come from A, come from B, come from C. Doesn't make
difference but, you know, to say Parks, go fix it up, and then these other guys are
really the prime users of it. I'm just asking, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. It...it comes under the Parks Department.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I...I know that. Yeah, but, I mean other County's
departments are using it. That's the only reason why I was asking that question.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: But that's all. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. No, Mr. Chairman, I I, you know, support
your direction.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Kaho'ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Johnson. Thank you. Members, I know
it's been a long day. We gotta go to Lahaina tonight and the agenda says
4 o'clock that we will adjourn.
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The last thing I have--and this is for the Department--this is in regards to the Maui
Island Plan, Appendix C. And in Appendix C, you...you do have some cost that
is noted. You know, this plan is from 2010 to 2030. So I'm hoping that, you
know, your Department is taking a look at all of the cost implication the Maui
Island Plan will have. It needs to be addressed.
Okay, Members, that's all we have for today. Tomorrow we'll review
Department of Housing and Human Services [sic], and then we'll have our final
district meeting at Wailuku-Kahului...District at Maui Waena Intermediate
School Cafeteria, starting at 6:30.
So Members, the Budget and Finance Committee-MS. REVELS: Mr. Chair. Just so-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Council meeting tomorrow.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Wednesday? Council meeting tomorrow.
MS. REVELS: --for clarification tomorrow-CHAIR PONTANILLA: On Wednesday.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . .(chuckle). . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I'm sorry, Wednesday. . . .(chuckle). . . This is how...you
know, I wanna get this done quickly, but-COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Not that quick.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --not that quick. . . . (chuckle). . . So the Budget and Finance
Committee meeting for Monday is now adjourned. . . . (gavel).. .

ACTION: DEFER pending further discussion.

ADJOURN: 3:49 p.m.
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